
January 2023 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the January 2023 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

This month we present a small selection of books covering various vertebrate groups, starting with birds. Academic Press will publish the second edition of Ian Newton's
monograph The Migration Ecology of Birds in June. The Hong Kong Birdwatching Society has just published the ninth edition of the bilingual
HKBWS Field Guide to the Birds of Hong Kong and South China. First published in 1977, the previous eight editions of this important guidebook were simply titled The
Birds of Hong Kong and South China. We also have stock of the bilingual Barcelona Falcons: The Daily Life of Urban Falcons, published by Oriol Alamy. For mammals
and fish, we have one title each. Academic Press will release the second edition of Snow Leopards in June, which is part of their
Biodiversity of the World: Conservation from Genes to Landscapes series, and Wild Nature Press has announced Inshore Fishes of Britain and Ireland for April, which is
part of their Seasearch Guides series.

This month's entomology section is well-stocked with some outstanding new titles. Three new books that NHBS is distributing are
Butterfly Conservation: The Warwickshire Approach, published by Butterfly Conservation Warwickshire; Guide to the Butterflies of Honduras, privately published by Robert
Gallardo; and The Macaronesian Laparocerus: Taxonomy, Phylogeny and Natural History, published by Turquesa Publicaciones. The Freshwater Biological Association
just released British and Irish Stoneflies (Plecoptera): Key to the Adults and Larvae With Notes on Their Distribution, Life Histories and Ecology and Princeton University
Press has announced Honey Bee Biology for June. Last but not least on this list are two forthcoming New Naturalists from HarperCollins: Solitary Bees, due in April, and
Shieldbugs, due in June. Although on molluscs, not insects, there are two more books worth mentioning here just published by ConchBooks:
European Door Snails (Clausiliidae), Volume 1: Taxonomy, Phylogeny, Species Concept and
The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs, Volume 11: Camaenidae (7), Canariellidae, Caryodidae, Cepolidae, Cerastidae.

There is a shorter list for botanists this month. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew has announced The Kew Temperate Plant Families Identification Handbook for February, which
is a companion to their tropical plant families handbook published back in 2015. Greystone Books is publishing Peter Wohlleben's next book
The Power of Trees: How Ancient Forests Can Save Us if We Let Them in April. Lastly, we have stock of the Illustrated Flora of Morocco, privately published by Gerhard
Pils.

We have a strong list of conservation-oriented titles. Cambridge University Press has revealed two large books:
Threatened and Recently Extinct Vertebrates of the World: A Biogeographic Approach, due in March, and Nature Conservation in Europe: Approaches and Lessons, due in
June. Meanwhile, Pelagic Publishing has announced Traffication: How the Car Killed the Countryside for May, and the UK Overseas Territories Conservation Forum will
release When the Kite Builds... Why and How We Restored Red Kites across Britain in March. We have stock of
Gardening for Gorillas: Trials, Tricks, and Triumphs of a Zoo Horticulturalist, published by Orla Kelly Publishing. Lastly, there are paperback reprints in the pipeline for
The Insect Crisis: The Fall of the Tiny Empires that Run the World, due in March from Atlantic Books, and Ever Green: Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet, due in April
from W.W. Norton. On the topic of other environmental issues, there is one new title, Vanishing Sands: Losing Beaches to Mining from Duke University Press, and two
paperback reprints: Land Healer: How Farming Can Save Britain's Countryside, due in March from BBC Books, and
Sixty Harvests Left: How to Reach a Nature-Friendly Future, due in June from Bloomsbury.

To see out this month is a tranche of titles that range across subjects. There are three really interesting environmental history books coming. Pelagic Publishing is releasing
The Atlas of Early Modern Wildlife: Britain and Ireland between the Middle Ages and the Industrial Revolution in June. Bloomsbury is publishing
The Earth Transformed: An Untold History in March, which is authored by Peter Frankopan who readers might recognise from two previous history bestsellers, The Silk
Roads and The New Silk Roads. Princeton University Press, then, is reissuing Plagues upon the Earth: Disease and the Course of Human History in paperback in June.
Another paperback reprint, but on the topic of palaeontology, is The Rise and Reign of the Mammals: A New History, from the Shadow of the Dinosaurs to Us, due in June
from Picador. Two interesting popular biology titles are The Liars of Nature and the Nature of Liars: Cheating and Deception in the Living World, due in May from Princeton
University Press, and the paperback reprint of Secret Worlds: The Extraordinary Senses of Animals, due in June from Oxford University Press. A noteworthy biography is
The Swimmer: The Wild Life of Roger Deakin, coming in May from Hamish Hamilton. Finally, Dutch publisher KNNV is publishing Crossbill Guide: Southern Morocco this
month.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Best wishes for 2023,
Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Marienkäfer [Ladybirds]
Bernhard Klausnitzer(Author), Hertha Klausnitzer(Author), Ekkehard Wachmann(Author)
Who doesn't know them, the colourful lucky charms, children's favourites. In this book, you will
read about the rich cultural and economic relationships between ladybirds (Coccinellidae) and
humans, including their migrations. Most ladybirds...

568 pages | 347 colour & 215 b/w photos | VerlagsKG Wolf (formerly
Westarp Wissenschaften)

Paperback #259662 2022 9783894327217 £49.99

The Barefoot Beekeeper
A Simple, Practical Approach to Small-Scale Beekeeping in Top Bar Hives
PJ Chandler(Author)
The fourth edition of this book, first published in 2007. The Barefoot Beekeeper has become
something of a classic in its field, inspiring thousands of new, environmentally-aware
beekeepers to re-think the way bees have been treated since the middle...

169 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Lulu Press

Paperback #259505 2015 9781326192259 £29.99
Paperback #195096 2010 9781409271147 £31.99

Soil Invertebrates
Kaleidoscope of Adaptations
Nico M van Straalen(Author)
Soil Invertebrates: Kaleidoscope of Adaptations places the biodiversity of soil invertebrates in
an evolutionary framework, showing the various adaptations to the soil environment. Species
radiations are discussed for each of the terrestrializations...

400 pages | 350 b/w illustrations | Apple Academic Press

Hardback #224850 May-2023 9781482231236 £88.99

Shieldbugs
Richard Jones(Author)
The shieldbug is an amazing and beautiful species, rich with diversity in shape, form, size, life
history, ecology, physiology and behaviour. But they are not commonly known, outside of
specialist circles.Richard Jones’ groundbreaking New...

496 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #252807 Jun-2023 9780008334918 £34.99
Hardback #251136 Jun-2023 9780008334895 £64.99
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The Insect Crisis
The Fall of the Tiny Empires that Run the World
Oliver Milman(Author)
When is the last time you were stung by a wasp? Or were followed by a cloud of midges? Or
saw a butterfly? All these normal occurrences are becoming much rarer. A groundswell of
research suggests insect numbers are in serious decline all over the...

260 pages | no illustrations | Atlantic Books

Paperback #259648 Mar-2023 9781838951191 £10.99
Hardback #254250 2022 9781838951177 £16.99

The Jewel Box
How Moths Illuminate Nature's Hidden Rules
Tim Blackburn(Author)
Every morning, ecologist Tim Blackburn is inspired by the diversity contained within the moth
trap he runs on the roof of his London flat. Beautiful, ineffably mysterious organisms, these
moths offer a glimpse into a larger order, one that extends...

352 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Hardback #257613 Jun-2023 9781474624527 £19.99

Honey Bee Biology
Brian R Johnson(Author), Thomas D Seeley(Foreword By)
Honey bees are marvellously charismatic organisms with a long history of interaction with
humans. They are vital to agriculture and serve as a model system for many basic questions in
biology. This authoritative book provides an essential overview of...

512 pages | 16 colour & 101 b/w illustrations, 13 tables | Princeton
University Press

Hardback #257979 Jun-2023 9780691204888 £34.99

Guide to the Butterflies of Honduras
Robert J Gallardo(Author), Olivia Diaz(Author)
For the first time ever, the butterfly diversity of this little-known Central American country is
revealed. This is the first book for the region that covers all the known species in each of the six
families, for a single country. Furthermore, the...

367 pages | 113 plates with colour photos | Robert Gallardo (privately
published)

Paperback #259383 Dec-2022 9798218110949 £29.99

The Macaronesian Laparocerus
Taxonomy, Phylogeny and Natural History
Antonio Machado Carrillo(Author)
Why are there so many Laparocerus weevils? The swarm of 261 beetle species and
subspecies in Madeira, Salvages and the Canary Islands is the result of a blend of adaptive
and non-adaptive evolution in old volcanic archipelagos. These have plenty of...

681 pages | 50 plates with /w line drawings; 374 colour photos, b/w
photos, colour illustrations, 47 colour distribution maps | Turquesa
Publicaciones

Hardback #259405 2022 9788416785995 £165.00

Butterfly Conservation
The Warwickshire Approach
Mike Slater(Author), Keith Warmington(Author), Dan Hoare(Foreword By)
This book documents, celebrates and shares the many successes the Warwickshire Branch of
Butterfly Conservation has had in conserving our rarer butterflies over the past 25 years. It is a
manual of techniques, tips and ideas that will help and...

412 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Butterfly Conservation
Warwickshire

Hardback #259423 2022 9781399941518 £39.99

New Approaches to the Archaeology of Beekeeping
David Wallace-Hare(Editor)
New Approaches to the Archaeology of Beekeeping aims to take a holistic view of beekeeping
archaeology (including honey, wax, and associated products, hive construction, and
participants in this trade) in one large interconnected geographic region,...

278 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 137 colour illustrations, 1 colour
map, 11 tables | Archaeopress

Paperback #259472 2022 9781789699937 £47.99

Les Histeridae du Maroc [The Histeridae of Morocco]
Yves Gomy(Author), Harold Labrique(Author), Tomáš Lackner(Author)
Volume 31 of the Collection Systématique is devoted to the histerid beetles of Morocco, written
by three specialists on this family. This study covers a large part of the fauna of the Maghreb
and many species are also found in France. It is an...

297 pages | 80 plates with colour photos and b/w illustrations |
Magellanes

Paperback #259508 2022 9782353871599 £74.99

Solitary Bees
Ted Benton(Author), Nick Owens(Author)
Bees, for most people, mean honey or bumble bees. In fact, the honey bees and bumblebees
make up only a small proportion of the bee species that live in Britain, while the other bees are
the great majority (230 or more species). Now it is recognised...

496 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | William Collins
(HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #259553 Apr-2023 9780008304577 £26.99
Hardback #259552 Apr-2023 9780008304553 £46.99

Advances in Insect Physiology, Volume 63
Russell Jurenka(Editor)
Volume 63 in this longstanding series highlights new advances in the field with this new
volume presenting three interesting chapters written by an international board of highly
qualified authors. See the table of contents for more details.

238 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #259555 2022 9780323952644 £175.00

British and Irish Stoneflies (Plecoptera)
Key to the Adults and Larvae With Notes on Their Distribution, Life Histories and Ecology
Craig R Macadam(Author), Hugh B Feeley(Author), Jason Doe(Author)
A key to the adults and larvae with notes on their distribution, life histories and ecology.
Plecoptera (Stoneflies) are an extremely important component of British and Irish freshwaters
and are most common in clean headwater streams and on stony and...

215 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Freshwater Biological Association

Paperback #259572 2022 9780900386855 £54.99

Gall-Inducing Arthropods on Forest Trees
John Prasanth Jacob(Author)
Insect-induced galls in plants represent highly regulated growth manifestations in response to
insect feeding or egg-laying. Physiological changes and signal-activated reactions in plants
result in the expression of galls that serve the nutritional...

98 pages | Scientific Publishers

Hardback #259592 2021 9789389412802 £57.99

Entdecke die Urzeitkrebse: Triops, Feenkrebse & Co [Discover the Tadpole Shrimps:
Triops, Fairy Shrimps & Co.]
Kriton Kunz(Author)
Tadpole shrimps (Urzeitkrebse in German) are thus called because they've actually roamed
our planet since time immemorial – they've even seen the dinosaurs come and go! Only those
who are perfectly adapted to their habitat and have...

64 pages | colour photos | Natur und Tier-Verlag

Hardback #259594 2022 9783866595033 £29.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

European Door Snails (Clausiliidae), Volume 1
Taxonomy, Phylogeny, Species Concept
Hartmut Nordsieck(Author)
The present book is the result of decades of investigation of the European Clausiliidae. The
focus points of this investigation were taxonomy and phylogeny of the different groups; the
respective work is based on shell and genital morphology and DNA...

235 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | ConchBooks

Hardback #259595 2022 9783948603335 £67.99

The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs, Volume 11
Camaenidae (7), Canariellidae, Caryodidae, Cepolidae, Cerastidae
Guido T Poppe(Author), Sheila P Tagaro(Author), Philippe Poppe(Author)
The ultimate goal of this project The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs is to figure
world's biodiversity of land snails as complete as possible. Volume 11 of this series figures 548
shells that belong to 165 different...

191 pages | 85 plates with colour photos | ConchBooks

Hardback #259600 2022 9783948603342 £64.99

Butterfly Safari
Andrew Fusek Peters(Author)
A pictorial celebration of UK butterflies, this new title showcases moments rarely captured with
such craft. Alongside his detailed photography, Andrew Fusek Peters describes the natural
traits and challenges of each species he encounters, covered in...

208 pages | colour photos | Bird Eye Books

Hardback #259629 Mar-2023 9781802583700 £29.99

Moths in the A.C.T.
Glenn Cocking(Author), Suzi Bond(Author), Ted Edwards(Author)
This book covers the moths in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT; New South Wales,
Australia), both Canberra suburbs and the bush. It shows how to observe the moth world. A
book cannot hope to individually cover the more than 2,000 species of...

280 pages | 1500 colour photos | Glenn Cocking (privately published)

Paperback #259672 2022 9780646850924 £79.99

Ever Green
Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet
John W Reid(Author), Thomas E Lovejoy(Author)
Read an extended review on our blog. Clear, provocative, and persuasive, Ever Green is an
inspiring call to action to conserve Earth's irreplaceable wild woods, counteract climate change,
and save the planet.Five stunningly large forests...

302 pages | 45 b/w photos, 6 b/w maps | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #259516 Apr-2023 9781324050377 £13.99
Hardback #256261 2022 9781324006039 £19.99

Sea Change
An Atlas of Islands in a Rising Ocean
Christina Gerhardt(Author)
This immersive portal to islands around the world highlights the impacts of sea level rise and
shimmers with hopeful solutions to combat it.Atlases are being redrawn as islands are
disappearing. What does an island see when the sea rises? Sea Change:...

320 pages | 11 illustrations, 38 maps | University of California Press

Hardback #258996 Jun-2023 9780520304826 £26.99

Bayou D'Arbonne Swamp
A Naturalist's Memoir of Place
Kelby Ouchley(Author)
Bayou D'Arbonne Swamp addresses the vibrant natural, cultural, and social history of a north
Louisiana swamp. Kelby Ouchley grew up near Bayou D'Arbonne Swamp, and he later spent
much of his professional life as a wildlife biologist and...

192 pages | 20 b/w photos, 1 b/w map | Louisiana State University Press

Hardback #259401 2022 9780807177310 £27.95

A Perfect Storm in the Amazon, Volume 1 – Success and Failure in the Fight to Save an
Ecosystem of Critical Importance to the Planet
The Conventional Economy and the Drivers of Change
Timothy J Killeen(Author)
Global society is once again focusing its attention on the Amazon, but the outlook is bleak.
Top-down approaches that depend on macroeconomic policies are not changing the behaviour
of the inhabitants of the forest frontier. Efforts to improve law...

506 pages | White Horse Press

Paperback #259411 2022 9781912186235 £41.99

A Guide to the Caves of Oman
The Remarkable Subterranean World of the Sultanate of Oman
Mohammed Hilal Al Kindi(Author), Nasser Al Riyami(Author), Nabil Al Saqri(Author), Simon
Cahill(Author), Nabil Al Zakwani(Author)
Caves are an archive of the past. On the one hand, the ancient geological past – the dramatic
rupturings and slidings of vast landmasses before ever there were humans to witness events.
On the hand, our recent anthropological history –...

274 pages | 200 colour photos | Gilgamesh Publishing

Paperback #259433 2022 9781914325090 £34.99

Tropical Cloud Forest Ecology in Hainan Island
Wenxing Long(Editor)
This book introduces the ecology of the high-altitude tropical cloud forests on Hainan Island in
China. The findings are novel and reveal environmental characteristics, community features,
diversity patterns, plant strategies, community assembly...

150 pages | 1 b/w illustration, 20 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #259450 2022 9789811936548 £139.99

Caves and Karst of Turkey, Volume 2
Geology, Hydrogeology and Karst
Gültekin Günay(Author), Koray Törk(Author), Ismail Noyan Güner(Author), Eric Gilli(Author)
This book discusses Turkey's karst systems' most critical features, one of the world's most
important karst areas. This publication has been prepared to assist geologists and
professionals working in karst areas by solving several...

118 pages | 73 colour & 24 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259499 2022 9783030953607 £129.99
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Natural History

Forestry in India
An Overview
Jayasree Laha(Editor), Parthapratim Chakravorty(Editor), Debjani Mukherjee(Editor), Nirmalya
Kumar Sinha(Editor), Rashmi Mukherjee(Editor), Achintya Kumar Samanta(Editor)
From the biodiversity point of view, India is among the top ten of mega-biodiverse countries.
Conservation of forests is a very important aspect in the present scenario. In this book, the
main emphasis is given to different aspects of forests like...

242 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour maps | Innovative
Publication

Paperback #259591 2021 9789391208325 £39.99

Secret Life of the City
How Nature Thrives in the Urban Wild
Hanna Bjørgaas(Author), Matt Bagguley(Translated by)
Come along on an informative, whirlwind tour of urban species – from intelligent crows to
backyard lichens – and discover that you are surrounded by wild nature, even in your own
backyard.When biologist Hanna Bjørgaas spots a fairy...

264 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #259617 Jun-2023 9781771649353 £16.99

The Power of Trees
How Ancient Forests Can Save Us if We Let Them
Peter Wohlleben(Author), Jane Billinghurst(Translated by)
Trees can survive without humans, but we can't live without trees. Even if human-caused
climate change devastates our planet, the trees will return – as they do, always and
everywhere, even after ice ages, catastrophic fires, destructive...

280 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #259619 Apr-2023 9781771647748 £18.99

Anatomy of a South African Karst Hydrosystem
The Hydrology and Hydrogeology of the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site
Philip J Hobbs(Editor), Harrison Pienaar(Editor), Eddie van Wyk(Editor), Yongxin Xu(Editor)
This book combines the results of the research activities in the assessment of the water
resources environment and an integrated water resource monitoring program to support
preservation efforts of the aquatic environment of the Cradle of Humankind...

356 pages | 213 colour & 61 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259638 2022 9783030958282 £129.99

Wetlands Ecology
Eco-Biological Uniqueness of a Ramsar Site (East Kolkata Wetlands, India)
Susanta Kumar Chakraborty(Author), Poulomi Sanyal(Author), Ratnadeep Ray(Author)
This book discusses current knowledge and challenges with the ecological management and
conservation of wetlands, with a focus on the East Kolkata Wetlands of India. This area is
referred to as a Ramsar Site, a designation given to areas with special...

692 pages | 122 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259652 Mar-2023 9783031092527 £129.99

Shackleton
How the Captain of the Newly Discovered Endurance Saved his Crew in the Antarctic
Sir Ranulph Fiennes(Author)
Discover the exhilarating true story of Ernest Shackleton's legendary Antarctic expedition. Told
through the words of the world's greatest living explorer, Sir Ranulph Fiennes – one of the only
men to understand his experience...

416 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #259431 2022 9781405938020 £10.99

A Year in the Woods
Twelve Small Journeys into Nature
Torbjørn Ekelund(Author), Becky L Crook(Translated by)
As nature becomes ever more precious, we all want to spend more time appreciating it. But
time is often hard to come by. And how do we appreciate nature without disruption? In this
sensitively written book, Torbjørn Ekelund, an acclaimed...

256 pages | no illustrations | Greystone Books

Paperback #259616 May-2023 9781778400766 £12.99
Hardback #255387 2021 9781771645126 £16.99

Notes from a Summer Cottage
The Intimate Life of the Outside World
Nina Burton(Author)
'I went for a walk around the garden. A great tit warbled above a patch of coltsfoot. I felt a
thousand discoveries awaited…'Notes from a Summer Cottage by Nina Burton is a beautifully
written nature memoir about the time spent...

304 pages | Mudlark

Paperback #259418 2022 9780008467067 £9.99

The Instant
Amy Liptrot(Author)
Wishing to leave behind the quiet isolation of her Orkney island life, Amy Liptrot books a one-
way flight to Berlin. Searching for new experiences, inspiration and love, she rents a loft bed in
a shared flat and looks for work. She explores the...

182 pages | no illustrations | Canongate

Paperback #259478 Feb-2023 9781838854300 £10.99
Hardback #257710 2022 9781838854263 £14.99

Shadowlands
A Journey Through Lost Britain
Matthew Green(Author)
Britain's landscape is scarred with haunting and romantic remains; these shadowlands that
were once filled with life are now just spectral echoes. Peering through the cracks of history, we
find Dunwich, a medieval city plunged off a Suffolk cliff...

358 pages | 16 b/w photos, 3 b/w maps | Faber & Faber

Paperback #259651 Apr-2023 9780571338030 £10.99
Hardback #257716 2022 9780571338023 £19.99

The Atlas of Early Modern Wildlife
Britain and Ireland between the Middle Ages and the Industrial Revolution
Lee Raye
What was the state of wildlife in Britain and Ireland before modern records began? The Atlas of
Early Modern Wildlife of Early Modern Wildlife looks at the era before climate change, before
the intensification of agriculture, before even the...

328 pages | maps | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #257864 Jun-2023 9781784274078 £34.99
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Drawing Nature for the Absolute Beginner
A Clear & Easy Guide To Drawing Landscapes & Nature
Mark Willenbrink(Author), Mary Willenbrink(Author)
Have you ever experienced the peace of walking through the woods or the excitement of a
storm gathering on a beach? Artwork provides the ability for us to capture those moments and
share them with others. Drawing Nature for the Absolute Beginner...

128 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | North Light Books

Paperback #259381 2013 9781440323355 £12.99

Antarctic Exploration
Germany in Antarctica
Ladislas Szabo(Author)
This fully illustrated book covers Germany in Antarctica from the 1900s to the 1940s, starting
with Erich von Drygalsky's 1901 Gauss expedition, then on to the 1939 Schwabenland
Expedition which is well covered in the book with many never seen...

108 pages | b/w photos | Reardon Publishing

Hardback #259396 2022 9781901037111 £37.50

Crossbill Guide: Southern Morocco
Martin Pitt(Author)
Crossbill Guide: Southern Morocco covers the part of Morocco that lies roughly south of the
city of Marrakech. It includes the High Atlas and Anti-Atlas Mountains, the bird-rich High
Steppe Plain of Ouarzazate and the Moroccan Sahara south of that....

288 pages | colour photos, colour maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #259398 Jan-2023 9789491648212 £26.95

Dhofar: Sultanate of Oman
Monsoon Mountains to Sand Seas
Andrew Spalton(Author), Hadi Musallam Al Hikmani(Author), Khalid Bin Hilal Bin Saud Al
Busaidi(Foreword By)
The Sultanate of Oman's governorate of Dhofar stretches from Salalah in the south, across the
verdant pastures and woodlands of the monsoon mountains to the vast dunes of the Empty
Quarter in the north. As well as being a place for wildlife it is...

256 pages | Gilgamesh Publishing

Hardback #259438 2022 9781908531858 £34.99

Germans in the Antarctic
Cornelia Lüdecke(Author)
While science was usually at the forefront of German Antarctic expeditions, research into the
Southern Polar region always had a political or economic component, whether it was about
resource use or securing areas of influence.Cornelia Lüdecke...

284 pages | 87 colour & 122 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer
Nature

Paperback #259446 2022 9783030409265 £29.99
Hardback #259445 2021 9783030409234 £29.99

Let's Save the Okavango Delta
Why We Must Protect Our Planet
Catherine Barr(Author), Jean Claude(Illustrator)
Discover why we must protect Okavango Delta from climate change.Explore the Okavango
Delta, Africa’s incredible inland wetland, a sparkling jewel at the heart of the Kalahari Desert.
This richly illustrated picture book brings to life this...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Walker Books

Paperback #259449 Feb-2023 9781406399684 £12.99

Pathways
Exploring the Routes of a Movement Heritage
Daniel Svensson(Editor), Katarina Saltzman(Editor), Sverker Sörlin(Editor)
Paths exist because there is walking, or at least the trampling of many feet, human and other-
than-human. They connect us, here and now, with those who walked before us and those who
might follow in our footsteps. Even when other forms of mobility...

368 pages | White Horse Press

Paperback #259454 2022 9781912186556 £31.99

Facing the Sea of Sand
The Sahara and the Peoples of Northern Africa
Sir Barry Cunliffe(Author)
Northern Africa is dominated by the Sahara Desert, stretching across the continent from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Red Sea. This book is about the people who lived around the edges of
the Desert and the different ways in which they responded to its...

432 pages | 200+ colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Oxford University Press

Hardback #259466 Jun-2023 9780192858887 £29.99

May We Be Spared to Meet on Earth
Letters of the Lost Franklin Arctic Expedition
Russell A Potter(Editor), Regina Koellner(Editor), Peter Carney(Editor), Mary
Williamson(Editor), Michael Palin(Foreword By)
May We Be Spared to Meet on Earth is a privileged glimpse into the private correspondence of
the officers and sailors who set out in May 1845 on the Erebus and Terror for Sir John
Franklin's fateful expedition to the Arctic.The letters of the...

504 pages | 12 b/w photos, 6 b/w maps | McGill-Queens University Press

Hardback #259469 2022 9780228011392 £29.99

Huellas y Señales de los Animales en la Península Ibérica y Resto de Europa
[Footprints and Animal Sign in the Iberian Peninsula and Rest of Europe]
Carlos Miguel Lastanao Lobera(Author)
This book contains almost 700 pages of illustrations (most of them pencil drawings, some of
them made with a marker) and a large number of photographs, all made by the author. It
describes the tracks and traces left by some 350 species. For some...

687 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Carlos Miguel
Lastanao Lobera (privately published)

Hardback #259475 2022 9788409364725 £125.00

The Gila Wilderness at 100
Elizabeth Hightower Allen(Author)
In the summer of 1922, Aldo Leopold travelled on horseback up into the headwaters of New
Mexico's Gila River and proposed to his bosses at the Forest Service that 500,000 acres of that
rough country be set aside as roadless wilderness. Thus was...

175 pages | Torrey House Press

Paperback #259477 2022 9781948814553 £26.99

Strange Nature
The Insect Portraits of Levon Biss
Gregory Mone(Author), Levon Biss(Photographer)
A highly original collection of photographs that unlocks the hidden beauty of the insect world –
now adapted for young readers.Adapted from the adult title Microsculpture, this book for young
readers is a unique photographic study of insects in...

40 pages | colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #259483 2021 9781419731662 £8.99
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Reference

The Ship Beneath the Ice
The Discovery of Shackleton's Endurance
Mensun Bound(Author), Dan Snow(Foreword By)
The extraordinary story of how the Endurance, Sir Ernest Shackleton's ship, was found in the
most hostile sea on Earth, told by the man leading the search.On 21 November 1915, Sir
Ernest Shackleton's ship, Endurance, finally succumbed to the...

432 pages | Macmillan

The Swimmer
The Wild Life of Roger Deakin
Patrick Barkham(Author)
Roger Deakin (1943-2006), author of the immortal Waterlog and Wildwood, was a man of
unusually many parts. A born writer who nonetheless took decades to write his first book,
Roger was also variously – and sometimes simultaneously –...

280 pages | Hamish Hamilton

Hardback #259565 May-2023 9780241471470 £19.99

An Abundance of Curiosities
The Natural History of North Carolina’s Coastal Plain
Eric G Bolen(Author), James F Parnell(Author), Tom Earnhardt(Foreword By)
A popular tourist area, North Carolina's coastal region is the destination of roughly 25 per cent
of all North Carolina visitors each year or approximately 12.1 million people. Composed of
twenty-eight of the easternmost counties of North...

352 pages | 74 colour photos | University of Georgia Press

Hardback #259574 2022 9780820361765 £32.95

The Language of the Landscape
A Journey into Lake District History
Angus JL Winchester(Author)
On a journey from Cockermouth through the Vale of Lorton, to Crummock Water and
Buttermere, part of the Lake District he has known intimately since childhood, Angus
Winchester shows how clues to the evolution, history and culture of the Lakeland...

296 pages | 8 plates with 15 colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations |
Handstand Press

Paperback #259576 2019 9780957660977 £18.99

Horsham's Dinosaur Hunter
George Bax Holmes (1803-1887)
John A Cooper(Author)
This is a biography of George Bax Holmes (1803-1887), who was a wealthy Quaker and fossil
collector in Victorian Horsham. Having started life pursuing a medical career he was able to
devote more time to his fossil hunting from 1834. It was in that...

89 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Horsham Museum Society

Spiralbound #259596 2008 9781902484402 £4.99

Mostri Marini: Creature Misteriose tra Mito, Storia e Scienza [Sea Monsters: Mysterious
Creatures between Myth, History and Science]
Massimo Centini(Author)
Yesterday's historians, naturalists, geographers and chroniclers have left us a series of
testimonies on monsters of the sea, which has gradually increased with the progressive
increase in travel and exploration, thus proposing a parallel...

295 pages | colour illustrations | Addictions-Magenes Editoriale

Paperback #259609 2014 9788866490517 £29.99

The Jay, The Beech and the Limpetshell
Finding Wild Things with My Kids
Richard Smyth(Author)
Weren't they richer, rock pools, wasn't the seashore busier, when I was a kid?Richard Smyth
had always been drawn to the natural world, but when he became a father he found a new joy
and a new urgency in showing his kids the everyday wild...

224 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #259633 Mar-2023 9781785788024 £16.99

The Coldest Coast
The 1873 Leigh Smith Expedition to Svalbard in the Diaries and Photographs of Herbert
Chermside
PJ Capelotti(Editor)
This book describes the 1873 voyage of the British explorer Benjamin Leigh Smith, based on
the diaries and photographs of Lieutenant Herbert C. Chermside, who joined the expedition of
the seas around Svalbard. Chermside's photographs, long...

250 pages | 33 colour & 36 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259644 2022 9783030678821 £149.00
Hardback #259643 2021 9783030678791 £149.99

Spark
The Life of Electricity and the Electricity of Life
Timothy J Jorgensen(Author)
When we think of electricity, we likely imagine the energy humming inside our home
appliances or lighting up our electronic devices – or perhaps we envision the lightning-
streaked clouds of a stormy sky. But electricity is more than an external...

436 pages | 26 b/w photos and illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #253487 2022 9780691197838 £24.99

Sticky
The Secret Science of Surfaces
Laurie Winkless(Author)
You are surrounded by stickiness. With every step you take, air molecules cling to you and
slow you down; the effect is harder to ignore in water. When you hit the road, whether powered
by pedal or engine, you rely on grip to keep you safe. The...

336 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #259459 Feb-2023 9781472950857 £10.99
Hardback #256627 2021 9781472950833 £16.99

This Is Planet Earth
Your Ultimate Guide to the World We Call Home
New Scientist(Author)
The ancient Greeks called it Gaia; the Romans Terra. We know it simply as Earth, the planet
we call home. And what a planet it is.Formed around 4.6 billion years ago from the debris of the
big bang and long-dead stars, at first it was nothing...

288 pages | John Murray

Paperback #259439 2022 9781529381986 £10.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Research Methods Using R
Advanced Data Analysis in the Behavioural and Biological Sciences
Daniel H Baker(Author)
Providing complete coverage of advanced research methods for undergraduates, Daniel H.
Baker supports students in their mastery of more advanced research methods and their
application in R.Research Methods Using R brings together coverage of a...

352 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #259444 2022 9780192896599 £29.99

Time: A Very Short Introduction
Jenann Ismael(Author)
What is time? What does it mean for time to pass? Is it possible to travel in time? What is the
difference between the past and the future? Until the work of Newton, these questions were
purely topics of philosophical speculation. Since then...

144 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #259476 2021 9780198832669 £8.99

Preservation and Management of Fluid-Preserved Biological Collections
Dirk Neumann(Author), Julian Carter(Author), John E Simmons(Author), Oliver
Crimmen(Author)
Fluid-preserved specimens present unique and challenging preservation problems and a wide
variety of chemicals have been used over the years to fix and preserve specimens. This book
is based on the practical experience of experts from different...

184 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Society for the
Preservation of Natural History Collections

Hardback #259542 2022 9798218011024 £54.99

Metadata
Marcia Lei Zeng(Author), Jian Qin(Author)
The third edition of this landmark textbook has been thoroughly updated to incorporate the
many developments and changes in metadata and related domains. Authors Marcia Lei Zeng
and Jian Qin provide a solid grounding in the variety and...

592 pages | Facet Publishing (formerly Library Association Publishing)

Paperback #259588 2022 9781783305889 £69.95

Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 94: Coral Reef Conservation
David Smith(Editor)
Coral Reef Conservation, Volume 94 in the Advances in Marine Biology series, presents in-
depth and up-to-date reviews on all aspects of marine biology. Published since 1963, this
serial updates on a variety of topics that will appeal to postgraduates...

318 pages | Elsevier

Hardback #251736 Jun-2023 9780081029183 £210.00

Forget Me Not
Finding the Forgotten Species of Climate-Change Britain
Sophie Pavelle(Author)
Forget-me-not – a beautiful blue flower and a plea from our island's wildlife. When climate
change has driven dozens of our most charismatic species to extinction, will they be forgotten?
Like many of her generation, science communicator...

352 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #256688 Jun-2023 9781472986238 £10.99
Hardback #255311 2022 9781472986214 £16.99

Threatened and Recently Extinct Vertebrates of the World
A Biogeographic Approach
Matthew Richardson(Author)
Habitat degradation is currently the main anthropogenic cause of species extinctions. The main
cause of habitat degradation worldwide is agriculture, with urban sprawl, logging, mining and
some fishing practices close behind. The physical destruction...

750 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #258060 Mar-2023 9781108495868 £84.99

Nature Conservation in Europe
Approaches and Lessons
Graham Tucker(Editor)
European ecosystems and species remain under pressure from intensive agriculture and
forestry, fishing, pollution, urban sprawl, invasive species and climate change. This book
provides a detailed description and critical analysis of nature...

593 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #258757 Jun-2023 9781108496742 £79.99

Gardening for Gorillas
Trials, Tricks, and Triumphs of a Zoo Horticulturalist
Stephen C Butler(Author), Jane Powers(Introduction By)
During the author's 37 years as Curator of Horticulture, Dublin Zoo transformed from an almost
Victorian appearance to a verdant green ark. A progressive masterplan focused on animal
welfare and themed habitats reflect the spirit of the...

369 pages | colour photos | Orla Kelly Publishing

Paperback #259427 2022 9781914225949 £39.99

Traffication
How the Car Killed the Countryside
Paul Donald
Traffication develops a bold new idea: that the trillions of miles of driving we do each year are
just as destructive to our natural environment as any of the better-known threats, such as
habitat loss or intensive farming. The problem is not simply...

288 pages | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #259458 May-2023 9781784274443 £19.99

Forest Dynamics and Conservation
Science, Innovations and Policies
Manoj Kumar(Editor), Shalini Dhyani(Editor), Naveen Kalra(Editor)
This book unveils forestry science and its policy and management that connect past and
present understanding of forests. The aggregated knowledge is presented to cover the
approaches adopted in studying forest structure, its growth, functioning, and...

480 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #259495 2022 9789811900709 £149.99

Perspectives for Biodiversity and Ecosystems
Carsten Hobohm(Editor)
The novelty of this book is a strong focus on perception, perspectives and prediction by
scientists with profound insight into the ecology of ecosystems or into human demands and
activity. The challenge is to bridge empirical data and the knowledge...

483 pages | 53 colour & 13 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259501 2022 9783030577124 £109.99
Hardback #259500 2021 9783030577094 £109.99
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Ornithology

Effectiveness of Protected Areas in Conserving Biodiversity
A Worldwide Review
David Rodríguez-Rodríguez(Author), Javier Martínez-Vega(Author)
This book addresses the effectiveness of existing protected areas in conserving the diversity of
genes, species and ecosystems on land and at sea. The book synthesizes the main
biodiversity conservation outcomes of protected areas in the...

128 pages | 51 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259503 2022 9783030942960 £99.99

Extinction Governance, Finance and Accounting
Implementing a Species Protection Action Plan for the Financial Markets
Jill Atkins(Author), Martina Macpherson(Author)
The planet is currently experiencing a mass extinction event, with human and business activity
being the root cause of species loss and habitat destruction. Industries, companies, banks,
investors, accountants and auditors have all played their role....

610 pages | 79 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #259510 2022 9780367492984 £34.99
Hardback #259509 2022 9780367492977 £120.00

Ecosystem Services in Azerbaijan
Value and Losses
Rovshan Abbasov(Author), Rovshan Karimov(Author), Natavan Jafarova(Author)
This book aims to draw readers' attention to the benefits of once-present nature in Azerbaijan.
Over the past hundred years, much of this has been lost because of the neglect of the intrinsic
values of nature by both managers and local...

182 pages | 73 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259561 2022 9783031087691 £109.99

Transforming Conservation
A Practical Guide to Evidence and Decision Making
William J Sutherland(Editor)
There are severe problems with the decision-making processes currently widely used, leading
to ineffective use of evidence, faulty decisions, wasting of resources and the erosion of public
and political support. In Transforming Conservation an...

430 pages | OpenBook Publishers

Paperback #259580 2022 9781800648562 £69.99
Hardback #259579 2022 9781800648579 £84.99

What Is Extinction?
A Natural and Cultural History of Last Animals
Joshua Schuster(Author)
Life on Earth is facing a mass extinction event of our own making. Human activity is changing
the biology and the meaning of extinction. What Is Extinction? examines several key moments
that have come to define the terms of extinction over the past...

304 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Fordham University Press

Paperback #259624 Feb-2023 9781531501655 £25.99
Hardback #259623 Feb-2023 9781531501648 £93.99

Emergent
Rewilding Nature, Regenerating Food and Healing the World by Restoring the Connection
Between People and the Wild
Miriam Kate McDonald(Author)
In Emergent, Miriam McDonald explores the relationships that bind our world together. It is by
reintegrating lost species with historic ranges that rewilding reignites the miraculous dance of
life across landscapes. It is through reforming severed...

224 pages | John Hunt Publishing

Paperback #259625 2022 9781785353727 £15.99

River Basin Environment
Evaluation, Management and Conservation
Fusheng Li(Editor), Yoshio Awaya(Editor), Koji Kageyama(Editor), Yongfen Wei(Editor)
This book provides updated and comprehensive information on the evaluation of the river
basin environment, along with its management and conservation. The chapters collected the
latest cutting-edge research achievements in vegetation function...

356 pages | 63 colour & 89 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259653 2022 9789811940699 £44.99

HKBWS Field Guide to the Birds of Hong Kong and South China [English / Chinese]
Hong Kong Birdwatching Society (HKBWS)(Author)
The HKBWS Field Guide to the Birds of Hong Kong and South China, previously published in
eight editions simply as The Birds of Hong Kong and South China, is a birding guidebook
which records the bird species in Hong Kong and the South China region...

372 pages | plates with colour illustrations | Hong Kong Birdwatching
Society

Paperback #259554 2022 9789627508342 £49.99

The Migration Ecology of Birds
Ian Newton(Author)
The Migration Ecology of Birds, second edition covers all aspects of this absorbing subject,
including the migratory process, the problems of navigation and vagrancy, the timing and
physiological control of migration, large scale movement patterns...

641 pages | 200 colour illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #259031 Jun-2023 9780128237519 £135.00

Drawn to Birds
A Naturalist's Sketchbook
Jenny deFouw Geuder(Author)
Naturalist, watercolourist, and debut author Jenny deFouw Geuder combines her vast
knowledge of US birds, wildflowers, and nature with her artistic expertise to create a book like
no other. Drawn to Birds presents more than 120 beautiful watercolour...

144 pages | 120+ colour illustrations | Adventure Publications

Hardback #259571 2022 9781647552251 £21.99

Barcelona Falcons: The Daily Life of Urban Falcons / Halcones de Barcelona: La Vida
Cotidiana de los Halcones Urbanos
Oriol Alamany(Author), Josep del Hoyo Calduch(Foreword By), Eduard Durany(Contributor),
Sergi García(Contributor)
Barcelona Falcons is a large-format (27 × 24 cm) photographic book of high quality with texts
in Spanish and English that presents a selection of photographs by photographer Oriol
Alamany. It details the life of peregrine falcons in the...

128 pages | colour photos | Oriol Alamany

Hardback #259604 2022 9788409289349 £34.99
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Botany

When the Kite Builds...
Why and How We Restored Red Kites across Britain
Mike Pienkowski(Author)
In the Middle Ages, Red Kites were common sights across the British countryside and cities,
where they kept the streets clear of carrion – and were frequently mentioned in Shakespeare’s
works. Later changes in attitude led to their...

271 pages | 200+ colour photos and 40+ illustrations | UK Overseas
Territories Conservation Forum

Hardback #259605 2023 9781911097051 £29.95

Birds of Moreton Bay
Gregory Czechura(Author)
The water, islands, mangroves and foreshores of Moreton Bay, located on the eastern coast of
Australia close to central Brisbane, Queensland, make this area rich in both local and migratory
birds. Birds of Moreton Bay includes over 140...

140+ colour photos, 1 map | Queensland Museum

Paperback #259660 2012 9780987268129 £29.99

Birds of Uttarakhand
Aneel Bisht(Author), Bela Negi(Author)
Covering more than 450 species of birds, this is the first book to focus exclusively and
comprehensively on the birds of Uttarakhand, a state in northern India. It is a must for amateur
bird watchers and travellers in this region. The descriptions of...

248 pages | colour illustrations | Leafbird Foundation

Paperback #259667 2022 9788195630707 £54.99

Budd's Flora of the Canadian Prairie Provinces
A Field Guide to the Plants of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan
Archibald C Budd(Author), J Looman(Editor), KF Best(Editor)
An unmodified reprint of the 1987 revised edition.Budd's Flora of the Canadian Prairie
Provinces, first published in 1979 and revised and updated in 1987, is a field-oriented manual
for the identification of all known plants occurring in the...

863 pages | b/w photos, b/w line drawings | Orchard Innovations

Hardback #259492 2022 9781951682583 £55.99

Wildflowers of the Florida Keys
A Field Guide to the Wildflowers, Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of the Region
Roger L Hammer(Author)
Fully revised and updated, Florida Keys Wildflowers is the ultimate field guide to wildflowers,
trees, and shrubs of the ecoregion that extends from Soldier Key to the Marquesas Keys,
including Dry Tortugas. Whether you are looking for the endemic...

240 pages | colour photos | Falcon Guides

Paperback #259581 2022 9781493062119 £22.99

1001 Garden Plants in Singapore (3-Volume Set)
A New Compendium
Soh Weijing(Author)
1001 Garden Plants in Singapore: A New Compendium is the latest edition of one of the most
popular gardening resources in Singapore. An essential guide for those in the landscape and
horticulture sectors and hobbyist gardeners alike, the latest...

3200+ colour photos | National Parks Board Singapore

Paperback #259575 2021 9789811477171 £170.00

Veldgids Korstmossen [Field Guide to Lichens]
Kok van Herk(Author), André Aptroot(Author), Laurens B Sparrius(Author)
The Veldgids Korstmossen has been a trusted resource for years for anyone try to identify
lichens. This revised third edition describes all species found in the Netherlands, 400 of which
are described and pictured at length. The book is geared...

371 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #259434 2022 9789050118804 £39.99

RHS Companion to Wildlife Gardening
Chris Baines(Author)
Fully revised and updated by the author, this is the perennial and comprehensive guide to the
art of wildlife gardening from the RHS, freshly illustrated and bursting with new ideas, ideas
and projects. Gardening and wildlife make perfect...

272 pages | colour photos | Frances Lincoln Ltd

Hardback #259408 Feb-2023 9780711281288 £24.99

This Book is a Plant
How to Grow, Learn and Radically Engage with the Natural World
Wellcome Collection(Author)
We've become used to thinking of plants as things for us to use: as food, tools, resources, or
just as an attractive background to our own lives.But it's time to change our minds.New
research shows that plants can think, plan – and may...

208 pages | b/w illustrations | Profile Books

Paperback #259462 Feb-2023 9781788166928 £9.99
Hardback #255948 2022 9781788166911 £14.99

Plants of Northern California
A Field Guide to Plants West of the Sierra Nevada
Eva Begley(Author)
Plants of Northern California is the complete guide to the rich and unique flora of Northern
California. From lush riparian forests along the rivers and streams to oak woodlands, wetlands,
grasslands, and the ephemeral pools known as vernal pools,...

432 pages | colour photos | Falcon Guides

Paperback #256624 Jun-2023 9781493067183 £22.95

Planting for Pollinators
Creating a Garden Haven
Heather Angel(Author)
Planting for Pollinators is an easy-to-use gardening guide to help you encourage different
types of insect pollinators into your garden.Insect pollinators not only bring joy to our gardens,
they also provide an essential service for our planet....

240 pages | colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #258041 Jun-2023 9781399403023 £16.99

Orchid
Dan Torre(Author)
In this book, Dan Torre explores the intriguing and multifaceted natural, cultural and social
history of the orchid. Orchids are one of the largest families of plants – approximately 8 per
cent of all the Earth’s flowering species. They...

256 pages | 15 colour & 106 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion
Books

Hardback #259107 Jun-2023 9781789147087 £17.99
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Wood ID Handbook
Terry Porter(Author)
Wood ID Handbook is a gift book for wood lovers – an indispensable and informative guide to
over 100 different kinds of wood.This compact directory explores the world's most valuable
natural resource in detail. This new gift edition gives...

144 pages | 150 colour photos, 300 colour illustrations | GMC
Publications

Hardback #259394 2021 9781784946227 £12.99

Woodland Craft Handbook
Ben Law(Author)
Woodland Craft Handbook is an inspirational yet practical guide to traditional crafts, woodland
coppice products and forest permaculture. Step into the shoes of woodsman Ben Law as he
explores this diverse collection of crafts made from materials...

168 pages | 220 colour photos, 123 b/w illustrations | GMC Publications

Hardback #259395 2021 9781784946159 £12.99

The Kew Temperate Plant Families Identification Handbook
Gemma LC Bramley(Editor), Anna Trias-Blasi(Editor), Richard Wilford(Editor)
The Kew Temperate Plant Families Identification Handbook brings together the combined
knowledge of Kew experts in a guide to the commonly encountered plants of temperate
regions. The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is a centre of expertise for cultivating...

232 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #259406 Feb-2023 9781842467725 £14.99

Illustrated Flora of Morocco
Gerhard Pils(Author)
With c. 4460 taxa (species and subspecies) of vascular plants, Morocco is clearly the most
species-rich country in North Africa. Illustrated Flora of Morocco opens the door to a more
profound knowledge of its flora, not only for the specialist but...

608 pages | 7150 colour photos and b/w line drawings, colour distribution
maps | Gerhard Pils

Hardback #259407 2022 9783200087903 £140.00

The Tree Grower's Guide
The Essentials Step-by-Step Guide for Identifying, Gathering and Growing UK Trees from
Seeds
Rachel Lawston(Author)
Trees benefit wildlife and our planet and are essential to human life. Growing a young tree from
seed is a simple, satisfying act anybody can do almost anywhere. This readable, practical and
beautifully illustrated book guides the reader through the...

104 pages | illustrations | The Tree Council

Paperback #259409 2023 9780904853193 £10.99

Saving Nature One Yard at a Time
How to Protect and Nurture Our Native Species
David C Deardorff(Author), Kathryn B Wadsworth(Author)
David Deardorff and Kathryn Wadsworth present 100 home projects designed to inspire and
empower anyone who wants to help save the native flora and fauna of the USA in the face of
habitat loss and climate change. This book focuses on saving creatures...

264 pages | 100 colour photos and colour illustrations | Countryman
Press

Paperback #259419 2022 9781682686492 £14.99

Diatoms of the Channel Islands
Paul Chambers(Author)
This atlas contains all 366 diatom species to have been recorded in the Channel Islands,
including marine, freshwater and brackish species. Each diatom is illustrated and has
information concerning where and when it was found and by whom. Basic...

100 pages | 380 b/w line drawings | Société Jersiaise

Paperback #259425 2019 9780901897978 £15.99

Bryocomplexes of Belarus in the Bryophyte Floras System of Eastern Europe [Russian]
Oleg Mechislavovich Maslovskii
This monograph is the result of many years of bryofloristic studies of the territories of the
Republic of Belarus and Eastern Europe. The book substantiates a systematic approach to the
study of flora, considers the main taxonomic, geographical,...

530 pages | RUP "Izdatel'skii dom Belorusskaia Nauka

Paperback #259429 2022 9789850828453 £150.00

Pteridophytes of Thailand, Volume 1 [English / Chinese]
Yang Feng-Chun(Author), De Fei Li(Author), Hua Ping Huang(Author)
This work focuses on the pteridophytes in Thailand. Around 100 species of 19 families (650
known species in Thailand) are recorded with their fronds, rhizomes, sori, habitat, etc. The
identification is based on Flora of Thailand (English version) and...

114 pages | 92 plates with colour photos | Huayu Nature Book Trade
Co.Ltd

Paperback #259442 2018 9787544291705 £59.99

Flora of Lycophytes and Ferns of Guizhou (2-Volume Set) [English / Chinese]
Wang Peishan(Editor)
On the basis of the book Guizhou Pteridophyta and with reference to relevant materials, the
editor compiled this bilingual (English / Chinese) flora, to help foreign readers and researchers
to further understand the fern flora of the Chinese province...

976 pages | colour photos | Huayu Nature Book Trade Co.Ltd

Hardback #259443 2018 9787553206370 £225.00

Edible Gardening in Scotland
Ben Dell(Author), Jenny Foulkes(Author), Simon Milne(Foreword By)
This practical guide, an updated edition of Growing Your Own Vegetables, draws on the
experience and knowledge of the RBGE's Edible Gardening team to provide simple and
concise instructions that will have you eating your own crops all year round.

96 pages | colour photos, colour tables | Royal Botanic Gardens
Edinburgh

Paperback #259479 2019 9781910877319 £4.99

A la Découverte de la Flore de l’Extrême des Causses: Fleurs Sauvages des Falaises,
Corniches, Rochers, Rocailles, Éboulis et Graviers
[Discovering the Flora of the Extreme Causses: Wild Flowers of Cliffs, Cornices, Rocks,
Rockeries, Screes and Gravels]
Christian Bernard(Author)
The Causses region in the south of the Massif Central of France offers a rich palette of
grandiose landscapes, deeply marked by ancestral agropastoralism but also by the mineral
character of its spaces, essentially limestone or dolomitic. This shows...

309 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Société Botanique
du Centre Ouest

Paperback #259485 2022 £59.99

Wildflowers of the Indiana Dunes National Park
Nathanael Pilla(Author), Scott Namestnik(Author)
Indiana Dunes, located on the picturesque coast of Lake Michigan, is one of the most
biologically diverse parks in the US national park system. Keen hikers can spot white
mayapple blooms, orange-fringed orchids, pink lady slippers, and...

458 pages | 351 colour photos | Indiana University Press

Paperback #259489 2022 9780253060419 £29.99
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Mammals

The Story of Flowers
And How They Changed the Way We Live
Noël Kingsbury(Author), Charlotte Day(Illustrator)
Throughout history flowers have been an integral part of human survival and culture – as food,
for medicine, to express feelings, as symbols, to commemorate and celebrate, and to decorate.
Their shapes, colours, scents and textures have always...

216 pages | 100 colour & 100 b/w illustrations | Laurence King

Hardback #259524 Mar-2023 9780857829207 £24.99

Floristic Diversity of Valmiki Tiger Reserve, West Champaran District, Bihar
Rajeev Kumar Singh(Author), Arti Garg(Author)
Named after the great poet-sage 'Valmiki', the Valmiki Tiger Reserve, Bihar, occurs in the
foothill ranges of the Himalayas Siwaliks, on the banks of the river Gandak. The landscape
encompasses a mosaic of cliffs, gorges, hills, ridges,...

825 pages | colour photos | Today & Tomorrow's Printers & Publishers

Hardback #259536 2020 9788170196747 £185.00

Phytohortology
He Shanan(Author), Zhang Zuoshuang(Author), Gu Yin(Author)
The theory, methodology, technology, and achievements of research on botanical gardens
worldwide are for the first time systematically reviewed and summarized in this book and form
the foundation of botanical garden science or phytohortology....

840 pages | 2000+ colour photos | Science Press

Hardback #259593 2017 9787030509611 £225.00

Plant Ecology and Conservation
Andrew Lack(Author)
Plant Ecology and Conservation is an introduction to the world of plant ecology. It includes the
main areas of current research including ideas about plant populations, nutrition and plant
community ecology and has a particular emphasis on the...

328 pages | 148 colour photos and b/w line drawings | Garland Science

Paperback #259599 2022 9780815344605 £39.99
Hardback #259598 2022 9780367612238 £99.99

Botany and Gardens in Early Modern Ireland
Elizabethanne Boran(Editor), E Charles Nelson(Editor), Emer Lawlor(Editor)
This beautifully illustrated book explores sources for botany and gardening in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Ireland. It investigates the contributions of individuals such as Philip
O’Sullivan Beare and Thomas Molyneux in the seventeenth...

336 pages | colour illustrations | Four Courts Press

Hardback #259602 2022 9781801510233 £44.99

Hand Pollination in China
The Shadow of the Future
Mariann Fercsik(Author)
This is not a normal beekeeping volume and tells little about bees, but it does highlight the
dangers of losing them. This high-quality photographic volume by an ethnographic researcher
tells a visual story of the possible dangers facing us all on...

120 pages | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #259642 2022 9781914934193 £24.95

Fundamentals of Horticulture
Kaushal Kumar Misra(Author), Rajesh Kumar(Author)
Fundamentals of Horticulture has been divided into eighteen chapters. The book has been
divided into introduction, plant structures, climate and horticulture, plant growth regulators,
plant propagation, unfruitfulness, pollination and juvenility,...

218 pages | Biotech Books India

Hardback #259664 2014 9788176223249 £84.99

Diseases of Horticultural Crops and Their Management
GP Jagtap(Author), DN Dhutraj(Author), Utpal Dey(Author)
This comprehensive book on diseases of horticultural crops and their management is the result
of experience gained from teaching plant pathology, and encouragement received from the
university and faculty members. Diseases of various horticultural...

218 pages | 17 colour photos | Agrobios

Paperback #259665 2013 9788177544855 £76.99

A Handbook of the Flowering Plants of Nepal, Volume 4
Keshab Raj Rajbhandari(Author), Sanjeev Kumar Rai(Author), Rita Chhetri(Author)
Volume 4 covers 27 families from Icacinaceae to Orobanchaceae. As in the previous volumes,
an updated checklist of the flowering plants of Nepal is presented based on herbarium
specimens collected from Nepal and available literature and online...

522 pages | plates with colour photos | Government of Nepal, Ministry of
Forests and Environment, Department of Plant Resources

Hardback #259671 2022 9789937947640 £195.00

Gardener’s Companion to Weeds
How to Identify and Control more than 150 Common Weeds and Invasive Plants in Australia
Suzanne Ermert(Author), Leigh Clapp(Author)
Weeds will occur wherever they are given the chance and the right conditions to grow. This
book shows how to identify and control more than 150 common weeds and invasive plants in
Australia. The aim of this guide is to make weed identification as...

240 pages | colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #259674 2017 9781876334772 £49.99

Tasmanian Mammals
A Field Guide
Dave Watts(Author)
In Tasmania, because of its island status and rugged topography, many native mammals once
found throughout southern Australia, still survive in healthy populations. This fourth edition
brings together an outstanding series of colour photographs of...

119 pages | colour photos, b/w distribution maps | D Watts (privately
published)

Paperback #259670 2015 £49.99
Paperback #183417 2008 9780646143545 £19.99

Der Goldhamster [Golden Hamster]
Mesocricetus auratus
Rolf Gattermann(Author), Peter Fritzsche(Author), Karsten Neumann(Author)
Almost 100 years had to pass after its scientific description in 1839, before the Golden
Hamster was rediscovered in 1930 in the desert of northern Syria. After having succeed in
starting a breeding population from three male and a female of the...

480 pages | 60 colour & 126 b/w illustrations, tables | VerlagsKG Wolf
(formerly Westarp Wissenschaften)

Paperback #226352 2021 9783894322823 £59.99
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Snow Leopards
Tom McCarthy(Editor), David P Mallon(Editor)
Snow Leopards, second edition provides a foundational, comprehensive overview of the
biology, ecology, and conservation of this iconic species. This updated edition incorporates all
the recent information from range-wide surveys and conservation...

612 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour & b/w maps,
colour tables | Academic Press

Hardback #259029 Jul-2023 9780323857758 £99.95

The Grizzly in the Driveway
The Return of Bears to a Crowded American West
Robert Chaney(Author)
Four decades ago, the areas around Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks sheltered the last
few hundred surviving grizzlies in the Lower 48 states. Protected by the Endangered Species
Act, their population has surged to more than 1,500, and this...

272 pages | 11 b/w photos, 2 b/w maps | University of Washington Press

Paperback #259415 2022 9780295750972 £16.99
Hardback #250742 2021 9780295747934 £22.99

A Scurry of Squirrels
Nurturing The Wild
Polly Pullar(Author), Romain Pizzi(Foreword By)
Polly Pullar has had a passion for red squirrels since childhood. As a wildlife rehabilitator, she
knows the squirrel on a profoundly personal level and has hand-reared numerous litters of
orphan kits, eventually returning them to the wild.In A...

256 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #259460 Feb-2023 9781780277752 £9.99
Paperback #252773 2021 9781780277042 £14.99

A Dog's World
Imagining the Lives of Dogs in a World without Humans
Jessica Pierce(Author), Marc Bekoff(Author)
What would happen to dogs if humans simply disappeared? Would dogs be able to survive on
their own without us? A Dog's World imagines a posthuman future for dogs, revealing how
dogs would survive – and possibly even thrive – and...

227 pages | 17 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #259003 Jun-2023 9780691247748 £14.99
Hardback #253488 2021 9780691196183 £17.99

The Killer Whale Journals
Our Love and Fear of Orcas
Hanne Strager(Author), Paul Nicklen(Photographer)
Experience the hauntingly beautiful world of orcas, and discover the stories that unfold when
humans enter oceans alongside them.When intrepid biology student Hanne Strager
volunteered to be the cook on a small research vessel in Norway's Lofoten...

280 pages | 16 colour photos | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #258193 Jun-2023 9781421446226 £21.99

Walking with Gorillas
The Journey of an African Wildlife Vet
Gladys Kalema-Zikusoka(Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
In her enchanting memoir, Dr Gladys Kalema-Zikusoka, Uganda's first wildlife veterinarian,
tells the remarkable story from her animal-loving childhood to her career protecting
endangered mountain gorillas and other wild animals. She is...

312 pages | Arcade Publishing

Hardback #259484 Apr-2023 9781950994267 £19.99

Beaverland
How One Weird Rodent Made America
Leila Philip(Author)
From award-winning writer Leila Philip, Beaverland is a masterful work of narrative science
writing, a book that highlights, through history and contemporary storytelling, how this weird
rodent plays an oversized role in American history and its...

336 pages | Twelve

Hardback #259511 Jan-2023 9781538755198 £24.99

Jackals, Golden Wolves, and Honey Badgers
Cunning, Courage, and Conflict with Humans
Keith Somerville(Author)
This book explores the fascinating and complex lives of the honey badger, the African jackals
(black-backed and side-striped), African golden wolves, and Eurasian golden jackals. In recent
years, interest in these creatures has grown exponentially,...

282 pages | 13 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #259567 2022 9781032059082 £120.00

Scat Finder
A Guide to Mammal Scat of Eastern North America
Dorcas S Miller(Author)
Identify mammal scat in eastern North America with this pocket-size guide.If you're fascinated
by animal tracks or the practice of tracking, then learning to identify scat is a helpful aid. If
you're curious about which critters are crossing...

64 pages | b/w illustrations | Wilderness Press

Paperback #259583 2022 9780912550343 £4.99

The American Beaver in New York (1895-2005)
A Century of Wildlife Conservation
Robert F Gotie(Author), Mark K Brown(Author)
The American Beaver in New York: A Century of Wildlife Conservation details the story of the
American beaver in New York from the point of total extirpation to a return to prominence during
the 20th century. The authors give a comprehensive...

156 pages | Dorrance Publishing

Paperback #259586 2022 9781639372348 £34.99
Hardback #259585 2022 9781639372546 £42.99

The Gir Leopard
Ecology, Management and Conservation
Nazneen Zehra(Author)
The leopard (Panthera pardus fusca, Meyer) is one of the least studied large cats of India
distributed across India in a variety of habitats. It co-exists with lions in Gir National Park &
Sanctuary in fairly high densities in the entire Gir...

730 pages | illustrations, maps | Authorspress, India

Paperback #259615 2019 9789388332958 £69.99

Ghosts in the Hedgerow
A Hedgehog Whodunnit
Tom Moorhouse(Author)
Who or what is responsible for our favourite mammal's decline?A body lies motionless on the
ground. Small, with a snouty head and covered with spines, it is unquestionably dead before its
time. And all of those gathered around the corpse are...

272 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #259628 Mar-2023 9780857528445 £16.99
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Marine & Freshwater Biology

Wolfish
The Stories We Tell About Fear, Ferocity and Freedom
Erica Berry(Author)
Wolves abound through cultural folklore and through literature – vilified and venerated in equal
measure. In Wolfish, Erica Berry examines these depictions, alongside her own research of the
wolf for nearly a decade, to get to the heart of what...

432 pages | Canongate

Hardback #259630 Mar-2023 9781838854591 £16.99

The 99th Koala
Rescue and Resilience on Kangaroo Island
Kailas Wild(Author)
After bushfires devastated Kangaroo Island's koala population, off the mainland of South
Australia, southwest of Adelaide, Kailas Wild went to help. This is the inspiring and sometimes
confronting story of what happened next.An arborist by trade...

208 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #259661 2020 9781760858094 £46.99

Die Puku-Antilope [Puku]
Vera Rduch(Author)
The puku is unassuming at first glance – a medium-sized, golden-coated even-toed ungulate
native to south-central Africa, especially in Zambia and Tanzania, mostly living in grasslands
along rivers and lakes. The adult males carry lyre-curved...

288 pages | 205 colour photos and colour illustrations | VerlagsKG Wolf
(formerly Westarp Wissenschaften)

Paperback #259663 2022 9783894324483 £44.99

Stream Ecology
Structure and Function of Running Waters
J David Allan(Author), María M Castillo(Author), Krista A Capps(Author)
Stream Ecology: Structure and Function of Running Waters is designed to serve as a textbook
for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and as a reference source for specialists
in stream ecology and related fields. This Third Edition is...

485 pages | 42 colour & 239 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259636 2022 9783030612887 £69.99
Hardback #254001 2021 9783030612856 £99.99

Fauna del Mediterraneo: Guida Completa [Mediterranean Fauna: Complete Guide]
Giovanni Nikiforos(Author)
A comprehensive guide to know and to identify the many varieties of life forms that live in the
Mediterranean Sea. This exhaustive work describes more than 3,500 species, all represented
and illustrated in colour, with identification keys that make...

372 pages | 129 plates with colour illustrations, 4 plates with b/w
illustrations; b/w illustrations | Giunti Editore

Hardback #259608 2021 9788809910720 £44.99

Guida ai Pesci dei Mari Italiani [Guide to the Fish of the Italian Seas]
Paolo Manzoni(Author)
A complete and accurate guide, rigorous in content and full of information, to know and
recognize all of the marine fish from Italian waters. More than 350 species are described, and
more than 500 colour photos highlight the anatomical characters and...

175 pages | 500+ colour photos | De Agostini

Flexibound #259607 2022 9791221201482 £29.99

The Black Sea Encyclopedia
Sergei R Grinevetsky(Author), Igor S Zonn(Author), Sergei S Zhiltsov(Author), Aleksey N
Kosarev(Author), Andrey G Kostianoy(Author)
The Black Sea Encyclopedia is devoted to the natural feature – the Black Sea and its littoral
states. At the same time the Azov Sea is also considered here. This region is the focus of many
geopolitical, economic, social and environmental...

895 pages | 266 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259521 2016 9783662518403 £153.00
Hardback #230613 2014 9783642552267 £199.99

Fish Watchers Guide to Coastal Sea-Fishes of South-Eastern Australia
Rudie H Kuiter(Author), Steven Kuiter(Author)
This book covers coastal south-eastern Australia from central New South Wales to the gulfs of
South Australia.  Fishes included are to approximately 30 m depth and comprise 145 families
and about 900 species. The taxa are arranged in scientific...

371 pages | colour photos | Aquatic Photographics

Paperback #259659 2021 £110.00

Around the Ocean in 80 Fish and Other Sea Life
Helen Scales(Author), Marcel George(Illustrator)
This is an inspiring tour of the world's oceans and 80 of its most notable inhabitants. Beautifully
illustrated, the book includes fascinating stories of the fish, shellfish and other sea life that have
somehow impacted human life – whether...

216 pages | colour illustrations | Laurence King

Hardback #257802 Jun-2023 9781399602785 £21.99

Inshore Fishes of Britain and Ireland
Lin Baldock(Author), Frances Dipper(Author)
Fish are a colourful and important part of inshore marine life, much admired by divers and
snorkellers. But it can be difficult to accurately identify and record these quick-moving animals
underwater. This authoritative, beautifully illustrated...

288 pages | colour photos | Wild Nature Press

Paperback #258994 Apr-2023 9780691249018 £21.99

Zukai dai Jiten Shinkai Seibutsu [Illustrated Encyclopedia Deep Sea Creatures]
Faculty of Oceanography, Tokai University(Author)
This illustrated encyclopedia covers 100 deep-sea species. Below 200 metres depth, sunlight
does not reach, the water temperature is low, and the water pressure is high. A range of bizarre
creatures lives here, some of which sport glowing projections...

240 pages | colour illustrations | Shinsei Shubbansha

Paperback #259384 2022 9784405073555 £24.99

Sekai de Ichiban Utsukushī Kurage Zukan: Kaichū o Yūbi ni Fuyū Suru Shinpi-Tekina
Seitai [The Most Beautiful Photographs of Jellyfish]
Hiroya Minakuchi(Editor), Sho Toshino(Editor)
Images of jellyfish floating in the dark sea, such as at night and in the deep sea, are beautiful,
and there are many fans, not just divers. Especially in recent years, aquariums around the
world have put a lot of effort into exhibiting jellyfish....

160 pages | colour photos | Seibundōshinkōsha

Paperback #259385 2022 9784416522233 £39.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Sekai no Same Daizukan [World Shark Encyclopedia]
Fujiwara Yoshihiro(Editor), Nakano Fumiko(Author)
Sharks are popular in aquariums and movies because of their beautiful appearance which has
evolved to survive. Sharks have many hidden charms that are not limited to their looks. This
picture book reveals the diversity and ecology of 55 species of...

95 pages | colour photos | Akane Shobō

Paperback #259388 2021 9784251093301 £64.99

Shinkai no Ikimono cho Taizen [Deep Sea Creatures]
Ishii Hideo(Author)
In general, waters of depths of 200 m or more are called deep seas. It was once thought that
there were no living things. However, fish are now found at depths of over 8,000 m, and sea
cucumbers and crustaceans are being discovered one after another...

360 pages | colour illustrations | Saizusha

Paperback #259390 2022 9784801305861 £39.99

Shinkaigyo Korekushon: Ekkususen CT de Saguru Fushigina Sugata [Deep-Sea Fishes
Inside Out: A View from Japan's National Collection]
Shinohara Gento(Author)
In recent years, the number of people who are interested in the unique appearance and
ecology of deep-sea fish is increasing, but few people know what the inside of such fishes
looks like. This book is an unprecedented picture book that allows you to...

176 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Ōmu-Sha

Paperback #259391 2022 9784274229060 £44.99

Okinawa Sakana Zukan [Commercial Fishes and Shellfishes of Okinawa]
Shimose Tamaki(Author)
The author, a researcher who has been working on marine products of Okinawa and Ishigaki
Islands of Japan for a total of 20 years, here provides detailed explanations of 734 species of
Okinawan marine fauna with clear photographs. In addition to 632...

207 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Okinawataimususha

Paperback #259392 2021 9784871272810 £39.99

Homewaters
A Human and Natural History of Puget Sound
David B Williams(Author)
Not far from Seattle skyscrapers live 150-year-old clams, more than 250 species of fish, and
underwater kelp forests as complex as any terrestrial ecosystem. For millennia, vibrant Coast
Salish communities have lived beside these waters dense with...

264 pages | 38 b/w illustrations, 8 b/w maps | University of Washington
Press

Paperback #259403 2022 9780295751009 £16.99
Hardback #259402 2021 9780295748603 £25.99

The Ionian Sea Encyclopedia
Igor S Zonn(Editor)
The book is dedicated to the Ionian Sea, which is part of the Mediterranean. The encyclopedia
contains about 600 articles on the hydrographic and geographic objects, hydrological features
of the sea, biological resources, as well as...

290 pages | 179 colour & 6 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259447 2022 9783031082054 £299.99

Saving the Reef
The Human Story behind One of Australia's Greatest Environmental Treasures
Rohan Lloyd(Author)
While in the past Australians wrestled with what the Reef is, today they are struggling to
reconcile what it will be. To do this, we need to understand the Reef's intertwining human
story.The Great Barrier Reef has come to dominate Australian...

288 pages | University of Queensland Press

Paperback #259533 2022 9780702265754 £29.99

Living Offshore Reefs of Australian Marine Parks
Graham J Edgar(Author), Rick Stuart-Smith(Author), Antonia Cooper(Author)
As an island continent, Australia is uniquely privileged in possessing extensive tropical and
temperate reef ecosystems, and this book is a stunning visual celebration of the wonderful and
vibrant life that they support. All Australians recognise and...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | New Holland Publishers

Hardback #259534 2022 9781925546866 £69.99

Marine Fauna of Port Phillip Bay
Identification Guide
Rudie H Kuiter(Author), Steven Kuiter(Author)
With more than 1700 close-up images of live animals, this book is a comprehensive
photographic identification guide for field naturalists, serving diving zoologists, educators, as
well as hobbyists and people of all ages. This guide is a companion...

370 pages | 1700+ colour photos | Aquatic Photographics

Paperback #259658 2022 £110.00

Fossil Legends of the First Americans
Adrienne Mayor(Author)
First published in 2005, this is an unmodified paperback reprint.The burnt-red badlands of
Montana's Hell Creek are a vast graveyard of the Cretaceous dinosaurs that lived 68 million
years ago. Those hills were, much later, also home to the...

488 pages | 100 b/w illustrations, 6 b/w maps, 1 table | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #258985 Jun-2023 9780691245614 £14.99
Paperback #166725 2007 9780691130491 £29.99

The Altruism Equation
Seven Scientists Search for the Origins of Goodness
Lee Alan Dugatkin(Author)
In a world supposedly governed by ruthless survival of the fittest, why do we see acts of
goodness in both animals and humans? This problem plagued Charles Darwin in the 1850s as
he developed his theory of evolution through natural selection. Indeed,...

208 pages | 3 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Princeton University Press

Paperback #259410 2022 9780691242132 £21.99
Hardback #160385 2006 9780691125909 £24.99

Evolution (International Edition)
Douglas J Futuyma(Author), Mark Kirkpatrick(Author)
This new fifth edition presents the field of evolution as a living, breathing science. Extensively
revised for clarity and currency, Evolution, 5th edition, includes updated coverage in
evolutionary genetics and geometrics to illustrate the rapidly...

702 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Sinauer Associates

Hardback #259622 2022 9780197619612 £113.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Bitch
A Revolutionary Guide to Sex, Evolution and the Female Animal
Lucy Cooke(Author)
What does it mean to be female? Mother, carer, the weaker sex? Think again. In the last few
decades a revolution has been brewing in zoology and evolutionary biology. Lucy Cooke
introduces us to a riotous cast of animals, and the scientists studying...

371 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Penguin Books

Paperback #259461 Feb-2023 9781804990919 £10.99
Hardback #255308 2022 9780857524133 £19.99

The Rise and Reign of the Mammals
A New History, from the Shadow of the Dinosaurs to Us
Steve Brusatte(Author)
The passing of the age of the dinosaurs allowed mammals to become ascendant. But
mammals have a much deeper history. They – or, more precisely, we – originated around the
same time as the dinosaurs, over 200 million years ago; mammal...

500 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Picador

Paperback #259115 Jun-2023 9781529034233 £10.99
Hardback #256131 2022 9781529034219 £19.99

How the Mind Changed
A Human History of our Evolving Brain
Joseph Jebelli(Author)
The extraordinary story of how the human brain evolved... and is still evolving.We've come a
long way. The earliest human had a brain as small as a child's fist; ours are four times bigger,
with spectacular abilities and potential we are only...

320 pages | John Murray

Paperback #259649 Mar-2023 9781529300154 £10.99
Hardback #256303 2022 9781529300130 £19.99

Hofmeyr
A Late Pleistocene Human Skull from South Africa
Frederick E Grine(Editor)
This edited volume provides the historical and geological background, as well as the details
pertaining to the morphology and morphometric assessments, of a singular human cranial
specimen from the Late Pleistocene discovered in Hofmeyr, South...

250 pages | 82 colour & 21 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259412 2022 9783031074257 £129.99

Power of Position
Classification and the Biodiversity Sciences
Robert D Montoya(Author)
How biodiversity classification, with its ranking of species, has social and political implications
as well as implications for the field of information studies.The idea that species live in nature as
pure and clear-cut named individuals is a...

272 pages | 18 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #259587 2022 9780262045278 £37.99

Quantifying Stone Age Mobility
Scales and Parameters
Iwona Sobkowiak-Tabaka(Editor), Aleksandr Diachenko(Editor), Andrzej Wiśniewski(Editor)
This book focuses on the analysis of different scales of mobility and addresses parameters and
proxies of population movement aiming at the formation of a 'ground' for the further
development of quantitative approaches. In order to do so, the...

295 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #259601 2022 9783030943677 £99.99

Principles and Methods in Landscape Ecology
An Agenda for the Second Millennium
Almo Farina(Author)
This third, thoroughly updated edition of this well-received book, presents the most complete
collection of theories, paradigms and methods utilized by the landscape sciences. With the
introduction of new ecosemiotic concepts and innovative managing...

446 pages | illustrations, tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #154914 2007 9781402033285 £149.99
Hardback #259637 2022 9783030966102 £89.99

Invasive Species: A Very Short Introduction
Julie L Lockwood(Author)
Today there is no place on Earth that does not harbour invasive exotic species. Invasive plants
and animals can be found on every continent, including Antarctica, and within all water bodies,
including all oceans. In our increasingly connected world,...

144 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #250679 Jun-2023 9780198818281 £8.99

Disturbance Ecology
Thomas Wohlgemuth(Editor), Anke Jentsch(Editor), Rupert Seidl(Editor)
This edited work presents a multi-faceted view of the causes and consequences of disturbance
in ecosystems. Vegetation can be affected by a variety of different disturbances such as wind,
floods, fire, and insect attacks, leading to an abrupt change...

439 pages | 153 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259451 2022 9783030987558 £59.99

Soil Organic Carbon Sequestration in Terrestrial Biomes of the United States
Klaus Lorenz(Author), Rattan Lal(Author)
This book collates, reviews and synthesizes information on how soil organic carbon (SOC)
stocks differ among major terrestrial biomes of the U.S.A. Information on soil inorganic carbon
(SIC) stocks for different terrestrial biomes of the U.S.A. will...

201 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #259496 2022 9783030951924 £109.99

Vegetation and Climate
Siegmar-W Breckle(Author), M Daud Rafiqpoor(Author)
Vegetation, soil and climate are the most important components of ecological systems. The
book represents a compact synthesis of our current knowledge about the ecology of the Earth
and is thus the basis for understanding the major interrelationships...

557 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #259498 2022 9783662640357 £64.99
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Hydrology
An Introduction
Wilfried Brutsaert(Author)
Wilfried Brutsaert (2022 Stockholm Water Prize Laureate) has revised and updated his classic
textbook to take into account recent developments while retaining the rigour and structure of
the previous edition to introduce the fundamental principles of...

650 pages | 279 illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #259522 Feb-2023 9781107135277 £49.99

Water Always Wins
Going with the Flow to Thrive in the Age of Droughts, Floods & Climate Change
Erica Gies(Author)
Nearly every human endeavor on the planet was conceived and constructed with a relatively
stable climate in mind. But as new climate disasters remind us every day, our world is not
stable – and it is changing in ways that expose the deep...

328 pages | 17 b/w photos | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Paperback #259645 May-2023 9781800247376 £10.99
Hardback #255697 2022 9781800247369 £19.99

The Blue Commons
Rescuing the Economy of the Sea
Guy Standing(Author)
The sea provides more than half the oxygen we breathe, food for billions of people and
livelihoods for hundreds of millions. But giant corporations are plundering the world's oceans,
aided by global finance and complicit states, following the...

592 pages | Pelican

Paperback #258772 Apr-2023 9780241475881 £12.99
Hardback #257170 2022 9780241475874 £21.99

Wind: Nature and Culture
Louise M Pryke(Author)
By turns creative and destructive, wind spreads seeds, fills sails and disperses the energy of
the sun. Worshipped since antiquity, wind has moulded planets, decided the outcome of
innumerable battles and shaped the evolution of humans and animals...

240 pages | 84 colour & 21 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #259110 Jun-2023 9781789147209 £16.95

El Hierro Island Global Geopark
Diversity of Volcanic Heritage for Geotourism
Javier Dóniz-Páez(Editor), Nemesio M Pérez(Editor)
This book explores El Hierro Island, which is geologically the youngest of the Canary Islands
(Spain). Having registered its latest volcanic eruption in 2011-2012, it is an oceanic subtropical
island with low population pressure and a largely...

123 pages | 51 colour & 6 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259417 2022 9783031072918 £34.99
Hardback #259416 2022 9783031072888 £44.99

Coastal Geology
Juan A Morales(Author)
This textbook shows all the existing knowledge about coastal geology and its implications for
coastal management. In the last decades, the geological sciences have been supplying
exciting information about the coastal systems, not only from its...

455 pages | 383 colour & 6 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259422 2022 9783030961206 £109.99

The Next Supercontinent
Solving the Puzzle of a Future Pangea
Ross Mitchell(Author)
An internationally recognized scientist shows that Earth's separate continents, once together in
Pangea, are again on a collision course.You've heard of Pangea, the single landmass that
broke apart some 175 million years ago to give us our...

304 pages | 56 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #259464 May-2023 9780226824918 £23.99

Climate Change in the Anthropocene
Kieran O’Hara(Editor)
Climate Change in the Anthropocene reviews current science on anthropogenic sources and
projections for climatic change. Written in a clear and accessible style, the book covers this
rapidly changing field, including the drivers of climate change,...

200 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #259474 2022 9780128203088 £95.95

Chasing Lakes
Love, Science, and the Secrets of the Arctic
Katey Walter Anthony(Author)
An aquatic ecologist and permafrost scientist recalls her captivating adventures across the
Arctic studying climate change, her quest to find belonging and family, and her journey of faith
in a world of science in this poignant, eye-opening, and...

320 pages | HarperOne

Hardback #259490 2022 9780063001992 £32.99

Climate Change and Land
IPCC Special Report on Climate Change, Desertification, Land Degradation, Sustainable Land
Management, Food Security, and Greenhouse Gas Fluxes in Terrestrial Ecosystems
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)(Author)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for
assessing the science related to climate change. It provides policymakers with regular
assessments of the scientific basis of human-induced climate change, its...

906 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #259507 2022 9781009158015 £84.99

The Blue Revolution
Hunting, Harvesting, and Farming Seafood in the Information Age
Nicholas P Sullivan(Author)
Overfishing. For the world's oceans, it's long been a worrisome problem with few answers.
Many of the global fish stocks are at a dangerous tipping point, some spiralling toward
extinction. But as older fishing fleets retire and new...

272 pages | 14 illustrations, 1 photo | Island Press

Hardback #259568 2022 9781642832174 £22.99

All Our Own Water
Landscape Evolution, Caves and Hydrogeology of Gower
Peter Kokelaar(Author)
All Our Own Water contains some 190 colour photo plates, maps and diagrams that describe
the exceptional landscape and physical features of the Gower peninsula. When the author
retired in 2016, he returned to Gower and continued exploring, at last...

288 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Peter Kokelaar (privately
published)

Hardback #259603 2021 9781399903356 £33.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Critical Metals Handbook
Gus Gunn(Editor)
Mankind is using a greater variety of metals in greater quantities than ever before. As a result
there is increasing global concern over the long-term availability of secure and adequate
supplies of the metals needed by society. Critical metals,...

454 pages | American Geophysical Union

Hardback #259611 2014 9780470671719 £109.95

The Environmental Impact of Overpopulation
The Ethics of Procreation
Trevor Hedberg(Author)
This book examines the link between population growth and environmental impact and
explores the implications of this connection for the ethics of procreation.In light of climate
change, species extinctions, and other looming environmental crises,...

192 pages | Earthscan

Paperback #259512 2021 9781032236766 £36.99
Hardback #249777 2020 9781138489752 £130.00

Assessment of Ecological Footprints
Subramanian Senthilkannan Muthu(Editor)
This book highlights the concepts and assessment methods of ecological footprints. The
ecological footprint is defined as, "a measure of how much area of biologically productive land
and water an individual, population or activity requires to...

122 pages | 36 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259640 2022 9789811600982 £54.99
Hardback #254981 2021 9789811600951 £79.99

Volt Rush
The Winners and Losers in the Race to Go Green
Henry Sanderson(Author)
In the twentieth century, wealth and power were dictated by access to oil. This century will have
different kingmakers, perhaps different wars. We depend on a handful of metals and rare
earths to power our phones and computers. Increasingly, we rely...

304 pages | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #258695 Jun-2023 9780861546190 £10.99
Hardback #255730 2022 9780861543755 £19.99

Land Healer
How Farming Can Save Britain's Countryside
Jake Fiennes(Author)
Our relationship with our land is broken: we must heal it.Jake Fiennes is on a mission to
change the face of the English countryside. As Conservation Manager at Holkham in Norfolk,
one of the country's largest historic country estates, his...

277 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | BBC Books

Paperback #259650 Mar-2023 9781785947315 £10.99
Hardback #257068 2022 9781785947308 £19.99

Sixty Harvests Left
How to Reach a Nature-Friendly Future
Philip Lymbery(Author)
Taking its title from a chilling warning made by the United Nations that the world's soils could
be gone within a lifetime, Sixty Harvests Left uncovers how the food industry threatens our
world. Put simply, without soils there will be no food:...

365 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #259000 Jun-2023 9781526619341 £12.99
Hardback #257262 2022 9781526619327 £24.99

The Culture of Stopping
Harald Welzer(Author), Sharon Howe(Translated by)
Our culture has no concept of stopping. We continue to build motorways and airports for a
future in which cars and planes may no longer exist. We're converting our planet from a natural
one to an artificial one in which the quantity of man-made...

244 pages | Polity

Hardback #259305 Jun-2023 9781509555871 £19.99

The Tropical Silk Road
The Future of China in South America
Paul Amar(Editor), Lisa Rofel(Editor), Maria Amelia Viteri(Editor), Consuelo Fernández-
Salvador(Editor), Fernando Brancoli(Editor)
This book captures an epochal juncture of two of the world's most transformative processes:
the People's Republic of China's rapidly expanding sphere of influence across the global south
and the disintegration of the Amazonian, Cerrado,...

472 pages | Stanford University Press

Paperback #259414 2022 9781503633803 £27.99
Hardback #259413 2022 9781503633193 £84.99

Hoofprints on the Land
How Traditional Herding and Grazing Can Restore the Soil and Bring Animal Agriculture Back
in Balance with the Earth
Ilse Köhler-Rollefson(Author), Fred Provenza(Foreword By)
Perfect for readers of English Pastoral and Wilding, Hoofprints on the Land shows that herding
cultures are not a thing of the past but a regenerative model for our future.Hoofprints on the
Land is a fascinating and lyrical book exploring the deep...

278 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Chelsea Green

Paperback #259463 2022 9781645021520 £18.99

Life
Selected Writings
Timothy Flannery(Author)
Tim Flannery is one of the world's great thinkers, environmental scientists and writers. Sir
David Attenborough once described him as being 'in the league of the all-time great explorers
like Dr David Livingstone.'This definitive...

528 pages | Text Publishing Company

Hardback #259525 2019 9781922268297 £49.99

Vanishing Sands
Losing Beaches to Mining
Orrin H Pilkey, Jr.(Author), Norma J Longo(Author), William J Neal(Author), Nelson G Rangel-
Buitrago(Author), Keith C Pilkey(Author), Hannah L Hayes(Author)
In a time of accelerating sea level rise and increasingly intensifying storms, the world's sandy
beaches and dunes have never been more crucial to protecting coastal environments. Yet, in
order to meet the demands of large-scale construction...

272 pages | 53 colour & 3 b/w photos and illustrations | Duke University
Press

Paperback #259558 2023 9781478018797 £21.99
Hardback #259557 2023 9781478016168 £89.99
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History & Other Humanities

The African Marine Litter Outlook
Thomas Maes(Editor), Fiona Preston-Whyte(Editor)
This book provides a cross-sectoral, multi-scale assessment of marine litter in Africa with a
focus on plastics. From distribution to impacts on environmental and human health, this book
looks at what is known scientifically. It includes a policy...

224 pages | 29 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #259562 Jan-2023 9783031086281 £34.99
Hardback #259563 Jan-2023 9783031086250 £44.99

One Medicine
How Understanding Animals Can Save Our Lives
Matt Morgan(Author)
It all started with a Hob Nob. As Dr Matt Morgan, an intensive care consultant, examined a
patient who had suffered a cardiac arrest after inhaling some biscuit crumbs, he saw a flock of
birds fly past the window. They must inhale objects all the...

288 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #259627 Mar-2023 9781471173073 £16.99

Environmental Footprints of Crops
Subramanian Senthilkannan Muthu(Author)
There are multiple variants of environmental footprints such as carbon footprint, ecological
footprint, water footprint, nitrogen footprint and so on. There are numerous developments in
terms of measuring the environmental footprints of various...

137 pages | 52 colour & 8 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #259641 2022 9789811905339 £89.99

A Critical Assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Kari De Pryck(Editor), Mike Hulme(Editor)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has become a hugely influential
institution. It is the authoritative voice on the science on climate change, and an exemplar of an
intergovernmental science-policy interface. This book introduces...

350 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #259656 2022 9781316514276 £110.00

Plagues upon the Earth
Disease and the Course of Human History
Kyle Harper(Author)
Plagues upon the Earth is a monumental history of humans and their germs. Weaving together
a grand narrative of global history with insights from cutting-edge genetics, Kyle Harper
explains why humanity's uniquely dangerous disease pool is rooted...

696 pages | 45 b/w illustrations, 20 b/w maps | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #258995 Jun-2023 9780691230597 £21.99
Hardback #253491 2021 9780691192123 £27.99

The Secret of Life
Rosalind Franklin, James Watson, Francis Crick, and the Discovery of DNA's Double Helix
Howard Markel(Author)
An authoritative history of the race to unravel DNA's structure, by one of our most prominent
medical historians.James Watson and Francis Crick's 1953 discovery of the double helix
structure of DNA is the foundation of virtually every advance...

576 pages | 65 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #259513 May-2023 9781324050391 £15.99
Hardback #254589 2021 9781324002239 £21.99

The Book of Minds
How to Understand Ourselves and Other Beings, From Animals to Aliens
Philip Ball(Author)
Popular science writer Philip Ball explores a range of sciences to map our answers to a huge,
philosophically rich question: How do we even begin to think about minds that are not human?
Sciences from zoology to astrobiology, computer science to...

502 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Picador

Paperback #258997 Jun-2023 9781529069167 £10.99
Hardback #255757 2022 9781529069143 £19.99

Barrier to the Bays
The Islands of the Coastal Bend and Their Pass
Mary Jo O'Rear(Author)
Mary Jo O'Rear rounds out her coastal bend trilogy with a deep and engaging look at the
prehistory and history of the Texas barrier islands. In Barrier to the Bays, O'Rear captures the
deep time of the islands (Mustang, Padre, and San...

280 pages | 49 b/w photos, 2 b/w illustrations, 26 b/w maps | Texas A &
M University Press

Hardback #259420 2022 9781623499402 £37.95

Science in an Age of Unreason
John Staddon(Author)
Science is in trouble. Real questions in desperate need of answers – especially those
surrounding ethnicity, gender, climate change, and almost anything related to 'health and
safety' – are swiftly buckling to the fiery societal...

256 pages | Regnery Publications

Hardback #259441 2022 9781684512522 £21.99

Zoo Studies
A New Humanities
Tracy McDonald(Author), Daniel Vandersommers(Author)
Do both the zoo and the mental hospital induce psychosis, as humans are treated as animals
and animals are treated as humans? How have we looked at animals in the past, and how do
we look at them today? How have zoos presented themselves, and their...

360 pages | 38 b/w illustrations | McGill-Queens University Press

Paperback #259468 2019 9780773556911 £23.99
Hardback #259467 2019 9780773556904 £98.99

On Arid Ground
Political Ecologies of Empire in Russian Central Asia
Jennifer Keating(Author)
On Arid Ground focuses on the relationships between empire and environment in Central Asia,
using environmental history to examine the practice of Russian imperialism in Turkestan at the
end of empire, from the 1860s until 1916. It reveals for the...

272 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #259470 2022 9780192855251 £74.99

Scars on the Land
An Environmental History of Slavery in the American South
David Silkenat(Author)
They worked Virginia's tobacco fields, South Carolina's rice marshes, and the Black Belt's
cotton plantations. Wherever they lived, enslaved people found their lives indelibly shaped by
the Southern environment. By day, they plucked worms...

272 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press
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Visualizing Nature
Essays on Truth, Spirit, and Philosophy
Stuart Kestenbaum(Editor)
Visualizing Nature brings together contemporary visionaries to share deeply personal essays
on nature, ecology, sustainability, climate change, philosophy, and more. Compiled by editor
and poet Stuart Kestenbaum, the contributors represent a wide...

112 pages | Princeton Architectural Press

Hardback #259482 Feb-2023 9789401487689 £11.99

Deleuze and Evolutionary Theory
Michael James Bennett(Editor), Tano S Posteraro(Editor)
Deleuze and Evolutionary Theory gathers together contributions by many of the central
theorists in studies of the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze who have led the way in breaking
down the boundaries between philosophical and biological...

240 pages | Edinburgh University Press

Paperback #259488 2020 9781474430500 £26.99
Hardback #259487 2019 9781474430494 £99.99

Ways of Being Alive
Baptiste Morizot(Author), Alain Damasio(Afterword by), Andrew Brown(Translated by)
The ecological crisis is a very real crisis for the many species that face extinction, but it is also
a crisis of sensibility – that is, a crisis in our relationships with other living beings. We have
grown accustomed to treating other living...

290 pages | Polity

Paperback #259519 2022 9781509547210 £17.99
Hardback #259518 2022 9781509547203 £54.99

On the Frontiers of the Indian Ocean World
A History of Lake Tanganyika, c.1830-1890
Philip Gooding(Author)
This is the first interdisciplinary history of Lake Tanganyika and of eastern Africa's relationship
with the wider Indian Ocean World during the nineteenth century. Philip Gooding deploys
diverse source materials, including oral, climatological,...

252 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #259520 2022 9781009100748 £74.99

Post-Growth Living
For an Alternative Hedonism
Kate Soper(Author)
An urgent and passionate plea for a new and ecologically sustainable vision of the good lifeThe
reality of runaway climate change is inextricably linked with the mass consumerist, capitalist
society in which we live. And the cult of endless growth,...

240 pages | Verso Books

Paperback #259541 Feb-2023 9781788738903 £12.99
Hardback #259540 2020 9781788738873 £16.99

Following the Tabby Trail
Where Coastal History Is Captured in Unique Oyster-Shell Structures
Jingle Davis(Author), Benjamin Galland(Photographer)
Following the Tabby Trail provides a guided tour of some of the most significant tabby
structures found along the southeastern coast and includes more than two hundred illustrations
that highlight the human and architectural histories of forty-eight...

352 pages | 225 colour & b/w photos | University of Georgia Press

Hardback #259570 2022 9780820357492 £34.95

On the Edge of Eternity
The Antiquity of the Earth in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
Ivano Dal Prete(Author)
It is commonly assumed that the creation story of Genesis and its chronology were the only
narratives openly available in medieval and early modern Europe and that the discovery of
geological time in the eighteenth century came as a momentous...

320 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #259577 2022 9780190678890 £22.99

Environmental History of Modern India
Land, Population, Technology and Development
Velayutham Saravanan(Author)
India, over the decades, has experienced multiple changes, including population explosion,
urbanisation, technological advancement, commercialisation of agriculture, change in land-use
pattern, vast improvement of infrastructure facilities, etc.,...

276 pages | Bloomsbury India

Hardback #259589 2022 9789354353284 £84.99

Islands & Cultures
How Pacific Islands Provide Paths toward Sustainability
Kamanamaikalani Beamer(Author), Te Maire Tau(Author), Peter M Vitousek(Author)
A uniquely collaborative analysis of human adaptation to the Polynesian islands told through
oral histories, biophysical evidence, and historical records Humans began to settle in the area
we know as Polynesia between 3,000 and 800 years ago,...

248 pages | 14 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #259621 Jan-2023 9780300253016 £28.99
Hardback #259620 2022 9780300253009 £64.99

The Earth Transformed
An Untold History
Peter Frankopan(Author)
Most people can name the influential leaders and major battles of the past. Few can name the
most destructive storms, the worst winters, the most devastating droughts.In The Earth
Transformed, ground-breaking historian Peter Frankopan shows that...

704 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #259632 Mar-2023 9781526622563 £29.99

The Long View
Why We Need to Transform How the World Sees Time
Richard Fisher(Author)
A wide-ranging and thought-provoking exploration of the importance of long-term
thinking.Humans are unique in our ability to understand time, able to comprehend the past and
future like no other species. Yet modern-day technology and capitalism have...

352 pages | Wildfire

Hardback #259634 Mar-2023 9781472285218 £24.99

Empire and Environment
Ecological Ruin in the Transpacific
Jeffrey Santa Ana(Editor), Heidi Amin-Hong(Editor), Rina Garcia Chua(Editor), Xiaojing
Zhou(Editor), Macarena Gómez-Barris(Foreword By), Priscilla Wald(Afterword by)
Empire and Environment argues that histories of imperialism, colonialism, militarism, and
global capitalism are integral to understanding environmental violence in the transpacific
region. The collection draws its rationale from the imbrication of...

322 pages | 13 illustrations | University of Michigan Press

Paperback #259647 2022 9780472054930 £23.95
Hardback #259646 2022 9780472074938 £74.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

The Magnetic Declination
A History of the Compass
Mioara Mandea(Author)
This book aims then to describe in a comprehensible way efforts made over centuries of
measuring and understanding the magnetic declination. The book also highlights some
important characteristics of the Earth’s magnetic field thanks to the...

116 pages | 46 colour & 11 b/w illustrations, 40 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #259657 2022 9783031094750 £39.99

Life's Engines
How Microbes Made Earth Habitable
Paul G Falkowski(Author)
For almost four billion years, microbes had the primordial oceans all to themselves. The
stewards of Earth, these organisms transformed the chemistry of our planet to make it
habitable for plants, animals, and us. Life's Engines takes readers...

205 pages | 38 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #259004 Jun-2023 9780691247687 £14.99
Paperback #229148 2016 9780691173351 £9.50
Hardback #219641 2015 9780691155371 £11.99

Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals
Karen Terio(Editor), Denise McAloose(Editor), Judy St. Leger(Editor)
Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals, second edition, is the much-anticipated update to the
leading resource on the study of diseases in non-domestic species. This book offers
comprehensive coverage of the pathology of wildlife and zoo species,...

1136 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #259032 Jun-2023 9780443184376 £175.00

Secret Worlds
The Extraordinary Senses of Animals
Martin Stevens(Author)
Martin Stevens explores the extraordinary variety of senses in the animal kingdom, and
discusses the cutting-edge science that is shedding light on these secret worlds.Our senses of
vision, smell, taste, hearing, and touch are essential for us to...

262 pages | 8 plates with 11 colour photos; 46 b/w photos and b/w
illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #259046 Jun-2023 9780198813682 £9.99
Hardback #251394 2021 9780198813675 £19.99

The Liars of Nature and the Nature of Liars
Cheating and Deception in the Living World
Lixing Sun(Author)
Nature is rife with cheating. Possums play possum, feigning death to cheat predators. Crows
cry wolf to scare off rivals. Amphibians and reptiles are inveterate imposters. Even genes and
cells cheat. The Liars of Nature and the Nature of Liars...

296 pages | 12 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #257989 May-2023 9780691198606 £24.99

Fevered Planet
How Diseases Emerge When We Harm Nature
John Vidal(Author)
COVID-19, monkeypox, bird flu, SARS, HIV, AIDS, Ebola; we are living in the Age of
Pandemics – one that we have created. As the climate crisis reaches a fever pitch and
ecological destruction continues unabated, we are just beginning to reckon...

336 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #258923 Jun-2023 9781526632272 £19.99

Viruses and Climate Change
Marilyn J Roossinck(Editor)
Viruses and Climate Change, volume 114 in the Advances in Virus Research series, highlights
new advances in the field, with this new volume presenting interesting chapters on the carbon-
cycle and vector-borne viruses.

204 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #259400 2022 9780323912129 £119.00

Regeneration
Kenneth D Poss(Editor), Donald T Fox(Editor)
The formation of new cells, tissues, and organs enables animals to recover from day-to-day
wear and tear, injury, and disease. Some animals, such as sea stars, planarians, and lizards,
can regenerate entire limbs and other body parts. But in mammals,...

451 pages | 85 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory Press

Hardback #259421 2022 9781621824091 £83.99

Balance
How It Works and What It Means
Paul Thagard(Author)
Living is a balancing act. Ordinary activities like walking, running, or riding a bike require the
brain to keep the body in balance. A dancer's poised elegance and a tightrope walker's
breathtaking performance are feats of balance. Language...

352 pages | 38 b/w illustrations, 21 tables | Columbia University Press

Hardback #259432 2022 9780231205580 £24.99

On Animals
Susan Orlean(Author)
'How we interact with animals has preoccupied philosophers, poets, and naturalists for ages,'
writes Susan Orlean. Since the age of six, when Orlean wrote and illustrated a book called
Herbert the Near-Sighted Pigeon, she's been drawn to...

256 pages | Atlantic Books

Paperback #259437 2022 9781838955489 £9.99
Hardback #259436 2021 9781838955458 £14.99

Zoo Veterinarians
Governing Care on a Diseased Planet
Irus Braverman(Author)
Despite their centrality to the operation of contemporary accredited zoo and aquarium
institutions, the work of zoo veterinarians has rarely been the focus of a critical analysis in the
social science and humanities. Drawing on in-depth interviews...

168 pages | 34 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #259494 2022 9780367610937 £19.99
Hardback #259493 2020 9780367403843 £48.99

Understanding Forensic DNA
Suzanne Bell(Author), John M Butler(Author)
Forensic DNA analysis plays a central role in the judicial system. A DNA sample can change
the course of an investigation with immense consequences. Because DNA typing is
recognized as the epitome of forensic science, increasing public awareness in...

206 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #259655 2022 9781009044011 £11.99
Hardback #259654 2022 9781316517185 £39.99
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Palaeontology
The First Fossil Hunters
Dinosaurs, Mammoths and Myth in Greek and Roman Times
Adrienne Mayor(Author), Peter Dodson(Foreword By)
First published in 2000. This is a reprint of the 2011 edition that had a new introduction by the
author.Griffins, Cyclopes, Monsters, and Giants – these fabulous creatures of classical
mythology continue to live in the modern imagination...

361 pages | 63 b/w photos, 17 illustrations, 1 table, maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #259005 Jun-2023 9780691245607 £14.99
Paperback #189859 2011 9780691150130 £10.99

History of Climate Change
From the Earth's Origins to the Anthropocene
Antonello Provenzale(Author), Alice Kilgarriff(Translated by)
Theories and opinions about climate change abound – from those claiming that human-
induced climate change is already beyond control to those who express scepticism about the
real extent of these changes. How should we weigh up the scientific...

272 pages | Polity

Hardback #259310 Jun-2023 9781509553938 £24.99

Kanburianmonsutā Zukan [An Illustrated Book of Cambrian Monsters]
Tatsuya Senzaki(Author), Takeo Samaki(Author)
Some 541 million years ago, during the Cambrian period, many strange-looking monsters
appeared in the sea. These bizarre animals are called "Cambrian Monsters". This book is a
full-colour picture book that reproduces and publishes more than...

198 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Shūwa
Shisutemu

Paperback #259387 2022 9784798066226 £29.99

Kyōryū to Kodai no Ikimono Zukan [The Dinosaurs Book]
John Woodward(Author), Darren Naish(Contributor), Tanaka Yasuhira(Translated by), Kita
Naoko(Translated by)
Everything you need to know about dinosaurs, pterosaurs, marine reptiles, and mammals in
this stunning prehistoric encyclopedia for kids.With more than 1,000 images and fascinating
facts, The Dinosaurs Book brings young readers face-to-face with some...

208 pages | 1000+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Sōgen-Sha

Paperback #259389 2020 9784422430294 £44.99

Horridus
Journey of a Triceratops
Chris Flynn(Author), Lynley Crosswell(Foreword By), Danny Pearson(Foreword By)
Horridus: Journey of a Triceratops chronicles the 67-million-year voyage across deep time of
one of the most remarkable fossils ever discovered. From Montana to Melbourne, photography
and artwork have been gathered together with meditations from a...

242 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Museum of Victoria

Hardback #259526 2022 9781921833588 £74.99

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 2: Amphibians, Reptilians, and Avians, Fascicle 3
(Serial no. 7): Choristodera, Ichthyosauromorpha, Thalattosauria, Sauropterygia, and
Lepidosauria [Chinese]
Gao Keqin(Author)
The third fascicle in the volume dealing with fossil amphibians, reptilians and avians from
China describes Choristodera, Ichthyosauromorpha, Thalattosauria, Sauropterygia, and
Lepidosauria and includes 33 families, 92 genera, and 126 species...

339 pages | 160 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Science Press

Hardback #259535 2021 9787030707185 £125.00

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 3: Basal Synapsids and Mammals, Fascicle 10 (Serial
no. 23): Hyracoidea and Proboscidea [Chinese]
Chen Guanfang(Author)
The tenth fascicle in the volume dealing with fossil synapsids and mammals from China
describes Hyracoidea and Proboscidea and includes 9 families, 22 genera, and 64 species
which are illustrated with 133 fossil photos and illustrations. ForSummary...

231 pages | 133 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Science Press

Hardback #259539 2021 9787030691736 £115.00

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 3: Basal Synapsids and Mammals, Fascicle 5(2) (Serial
no. 18(2)): Glires II: Rodentia II [Chinese]
Qiu Zhuding(Author)
Among the fossil rodents studied and published before 2019 in China, there are 8 families, 121
genera and 317 species of Muroidea fossils, a superfamily of rodents. This volume of
Palaeovertebrata Sinica is the second of two to deal with fossil...

535 pages | 343 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Science Press

Hardback #259560 2020 9787030662958 £140.00

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 3: Basal Synapsids and Mammals, Fascicle 4 (Serial
no. 17): Glires I: Duplicidentata, Simplicidentata-Mixodontia [Chinese]
Li Chuankui(Author), Zhang Zhaoqun(Author)
This book describes 106 species belonging to 39 genera, 5 families, and 3 orders of fossil
rodents and lagomorphs (together forming the clade Glires). For each genus, this volume
provides identification characteristics, place of origin and stratum,...

217 pages | 162 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Science Press

Hardback #259566 2019 9787030607171 £89.99

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 3: Basal Synapsids and Mammals, Fascicle 5(1) (Serial
no. 18(1)): Glires II: Rodentia I [Chinese]
Li Chuankui(Author), Qiu Zhuding(Author)
This volume of Palaeovertebrata Sinica is the first of two to deal with fossil rodents and covers
of 312 species, 161 genera, 19 families, three sub-orders, and several indeterminate
suborders. The book provides the definition and geological...

545 pages | 336 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Science Press

Hardback #259573 2019 9787030605016 £165.00

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 2: Amphibians, Reptilians, and Avians, Fascicle 9
(Serial no. 13): Avians [Chinese]
Zhou Zhonghe(Author)
This volume of Palaeovertebrata Sinica is a systematic determination and summary of bird
fossil material discovered and published in China before July 2018, including an introduction
to birds and systematic descriptions of Mesozoic and Cenozoic...

218 pages | Science Press

Hardback #259584 2022 9787030651990 £110.00
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Mycology

Palaeovertebrata Sinica, Volume 2: Amphibians, Reptilians, and Avians, Fascicle 6
(Serial no. 10): Saurischia [Chinese]
Xu Xing(Author)
This volume of Palaeovertebrata Sinica includes more than 210 species of saurischian
dinosaurs discovered and officially reported in China by the end of 2018. For each genus and
species, the book provides identification characteristics, origin and...

375 pages | 207 illustrations | Science Press

Hardback #259635 2021 9787030709752 £130.00

The Little Book of Mushrooms
An Introduction to the Wonderful World of Mushrooms
Felicity Hart(Author)
Discover the fascinating world of mushrooms with this beautiful pocket guide, featuring trivia,
history, identification tips, delicious recipes and more. One of nature's most extraordinary
organisms can be found right under your feet: the...

128 pages | 19 b/w illustrations | Summersdale

Paperback #259440 2022 9781800073876 £7.99

Flora of British Fungi
Colour Identification Chart
Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh (RBGE)(Author)
This fold-out guide is invaluable when identifying fungal spores.

3 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Unbound #259480 1969 9780114902308 £1.25

Mushroom
Sara Rich(Author)
Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of
ordinary things.They are the things we step on without noticing and the largest organisms on
Earth. They are symbols of inexplicable growth and excruciating...

152 pages | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #259543 Feb-2023 9781501386589 £9.99
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